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Aerospace subcontractor opts for Sodick; mould shop installs
Mitsubishi; automotive specialist prefers ONA. Steed Webzell reports
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Turning Machinists give it a whirl
A flurry of investments and developments in the turning technology
segment have prompted Steed Webzell to seek out the inside track
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Looking for clues
Our comment piece last issue indicated that there was no strong
buzz at the EMO exhibition this year. That doesn’t mean there
wasn’t lots of great technology there, only that there was no out-ofthe-ordinary technological step up that galvanised attention.
I won’t run over what I wrote last time (https://is.gd/cicoya), but
rather will try to paint the general technological picture that EMO
provided. That picture in full can be gleaned in a number of features this issue,
specifically p14, p22 and p61. We’ll have more EMO news in future issues.
Mechanical machine tool innovation of itself is pretty challenging these days and
Machinery didn’t come across anything out of the ordinary at EMO – but it’s a big
show, so my apologies if I missed something.
Process innovation there continues to be, typically and as ever driven by new
industrial demands. That most mature of mechanical technologies the gear was one
such focus at EMO, driven by the needs of emobility and the requirement for highly
efficient and quiet drive chains. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Machine Tool Co had
news of “the world’s first generating internal gear grinder” for planetary internal gear
forms (https://is.gd/etojoh). It uses high speed spindles and barrel-shaped grinding
wheels to generate the required profile, as opposed to profile grinding it.
To improve machine performance and deliver process improvement, however, it is
often control technology and software that are brought to bear. DMG Mori and
Yamazaki Mazak demonstrated just that (p14), FANUC (p22), too.
Automation is very definitely now firmly entrenched, at least as part of the
technology armoury available. Again, our two global machine tool giants are pushing
hard there, as are robot makers like FANUC, but our cover story (p10) brings news of
a company offering affordable solutions to automate the more mundane.
In the tooling area, the use of additive manufacturing to deliver new solutions is a
definite trend (more next issue), while Ceratizit’s High Dynamic Turning already
covered by Machinery (https://is.gd/rijuxa) offered a real breakthrough for the turning
process (made possible through software and control advances allied to a mechanical
concept, it should be said).
But it is Industry 4.0, an amalgam of connected equipment, sensors and data,
where the broad push is. On connectivity, the ‘umati’ standard offers a plug-and-play
future (p22). On data, many machine tool makers offer machine data collection/
management/analysis software, but a solution is required that will work with all
brands – DMG Mori had news here. Finally, artificial intelligence in a variety of forms
was on view, making its appearance within Esprit CAM software (p61), Zyfra’s tool life
prediction offering (p22) plus Mazak (p14) and FANUC technology (p22). ■
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News round-up

Mazak’s Worcester factory upgrade

The Technical University of Munich
(TUM), Oerlikon, GE Additive and
Linde are collaborating to create an
additive manufacturing (AM) cluster
in Bavaria. https://is.gd/nonuhe

Yamazaki Mazak has made a series
of major investments at its UKbased European manufacturing
plant in Worcester.
The multimillion-pound
investments include two new stateof-the-art manufacturing cells
making component parts for new
Mazak machines produced at the
Worcester facility. Each cell is
equipped with an Integrex i-Series
machine and RoboJob Tower
automation system.
Mazak’s Worcester facility is its
European headquarters and only
manufacturing site on the
continent, producing more than
1,000 machine tools every year,
80% exported to mainland Europe.
Speaking to the media at the
recent EMO Hanover 2019 trade
show, Takashi Yamazaki, president
of Yamazaki Mazak, also confirmed
that the Worcester facility would be
upgraded to iSMART Factory status,
the company’s highest level of

An alliance of six of Germany’s
Fraunhofer institutes is aiming to
speed up 3D printing with metal
powder by at least a factor of 10.
Results will be on show at Formnext
this month, to be held in in Frankfurt
am Main, 19-22 November.
https://is.gd/katiwe

Kennametal Inc has formed a
3D-printing materials and
production business unit. It is
already shipping 3D-printed
production parts to customers.
https://is.gd/igadez

Sandvik is opening a new plant for
titanium powder production that
will expand its offering for additive
manufacturing (AM) processes. The
facility will produce new titanium
powders – Osprey Ti-6Al-4V Grade 5
and Osprey Ti-6Al-4V Grade 23.
https://is.gd/canowu

The metal and resin part
producing Kraken additive
manufacturing (AM) machine that
has a maximum working area of 20
by 8 by 6 m got an airing at a final
research project conference
recently, along with first finalised
demonstrator parts.
https://is.gd/baniri

Liberty, part of the GFG Alliance of
industrial companies, has begun
construction of a powder metals

development facility in Teesside that
will produce materials for 3D
printing, starting March next year.
https://is.gd/ecewaf

The Manufacturing Technology
Centre’s new innovation and
knowledge hub for metal additive
manufacturing was recently
launched. The new hub aims to lead
research, development and
collaboration on metal additive
manufacturing, developing and
testing ideas for taking the
technology forward.
https://is.gd/ivanub

Rubix UK has completed the acquisition of Peter Campbell Sales Ltd,
a specialist supplier of metalcutting tools that offers bespoke
manufactured solutions across many sectors. Rubix is Europe’s largest
supplier of industrial maintenance, repair and overhaul products and
services. It resulted from the merger of IPH with Brammer in 2017,
following the acquisition of Brammer by Advent International. Brands
include: Biesheuvel Techniek, Brammer, Brammer Buck & Hickman, Matrix
Tooling Services, Giner, Julsa, Kistenpfennig, Minetti, Montalpina,
Novotech, Orexad, Robod, Syresa and Zitec. https://is.gd/acubij

8

RoboJob Tower automation systems will feature. The 4.6 m
high tower system has twin-elevator storage trays, allowing
replenishment concurrent with running

Industry 4.0 connectivity, in line
with its other plants in Japan and
Kentucky in the United States.
Richard Smith, European Group
managing director, commented:
“Our Worcester facility has always
been at the forefront of
manufacturing innovation as we
strive to become even more
productive and efficient. The new

investments are a clear illustration
of our dedication to manufacturing
excellence and continued
commitment to manufacturing in
Europe. The proposed upgrade to
iSMART Factory status will bring
further improvements and ensure
that the facility remains in the front
rank of Mazak’s global
manufacturing footprint.”

Industrialists across the Sheffield
City Region are holding back on
investment in productivity-improving
technologies such as robotics and
automation because of poor access
to funding, skills and hands-on
‘demonstrators’, according to a new
report published by
researchers at the
University of
Sheffield in
collaboration
with the
Advanced
Manufacturing
Research
Centre (AMRC).

programme to demonstrate 5G’s
key role in industrial settings.

https://is.gd/
zunuci

Digital Catapult, the UK’s leading
advanced digital technology
innovation centre, and Ericsson,
one of the world’s leading providers
of information and communications
technology, will partner in a new
Industrial 5G Accelerator

https://is.gd/ipimox

Filtermist International Ltd has
restructured its UK business
operations to ensure it delivers
single-source solutions, following
a number of acquisitions
over the past three
years. Its current eight
businesses will
become two:
Filtermist
International and
Filtermist Systems
(see also p34).
https://is.gd/oroyiz

Protolabs, which works with
thousands of product designers and
engineers across Europe every year
to produce custom prototypes and
low-volume production parts, is
building a bespoke 50,000 ft2
extension to its Halesfield facility.
It will house at least 50 additional

November 2019 www.machinery.co.uk
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control system for mills and lathes,
and the second to identify potential
new distributors for its machines
across mainland Europe. On both
counts, the company reports
mission accomplished.
https://is.gd/wevaxa

CNC machines and a further 20
additional injection moulding
presses. https://is.gd/simati
With the sale of eight machine
tools and three collaborative
robots, plus the generation of over
one hundred significant enquiries,
Mills CNC’s ‘Another Giant Leap’
Open House last month has been
hailed a “huge success”. The total
number of visitors attending the
event exceeded 350 over the two
days (p26). https://is.gd/irolih
 urco Europe has moved to
H
different premises on the Cressex
Industrial Estate in High Wycombe.
At 26,000 ft2, the building is double
the size of the previous facility. The
official opening of the new
headquarters, showroom and
technical centre was marked by an
Open Day for customers on 9
October. The president of Hurco
Companies Inc, Greg Volovic,
travelled from Indianapolis to
formally open the subsidiary’s new
building. https://is.gd/erajih
XYZ Machine Tools had two key
aims during its attendance at the
recent EMO exhibition in Hanover,

the first to bring to a wider audience
the advances made with the latest
development of its ProtoTRAK

www.machinery.co.uk

Mazak reports an EMO stand
visitor number increase of circa 5%,
in comparison to 2017, with strong
enquiries for the 27 machines and
15 different automation solutions
exhibited. https://is.gd/iyoxeg
Manufacturing experts at the
Coventry-based Manufacturing
Technology Centre are to hold a
free event aimed at giving smalland medium-sized companies
practical advice to improve their
productivity. https://is.gd/uwegiq

Product pick 10
Dynapath CNC bed-mills
 ACH Machine Tools, part of the
M
Vigilance Group, has introduced a new
range of CNC bed-mills equipped with
the advanced DynaPath CNC. “Interest
in them has been nothing short of
phenomenal,” the company says.
https://is.gd/utisem

Twin spindles, twin turrets
 ills CNC has introduced two twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres with Y-axis
M
capability on their upper and lower turrets: the TT1300SYY (42/51 mm bar
diameter capacity) and larger TT2100SYY (65/81 mm) machines (see also p26).
https://is.gd/awaruq

Auto-loader for Haas turning centres
T he Haas Automatic Parts Loader (APL) is said to be a simple and affordable way to
automate part production. It connects directly to the Haas control and is for Haas
ST-10, ST-15, ST-20 and ST-25 turning centres. https://is.gd/rihuxu

Robot programming software news
H ypertherm’s Robotmaster Version 7.1 contains more than 40 newly added
features, 500 improvements and dozens of bug fixes. https://is.gd/azejur

Radical new design end-mill from Kennametal
Kennametal has added the Harvi 1 TE to its Harvi line of solid carbide end-mills.
With a radical new design, it is suitable for use on materials that include steel,
stainless steel, high temperature alloys and cast iron. https://is.gd/jepuso

Indexable insert milling system is flexible
Kyal Machine Tools has appointed
Kevin Jones (above) as its new UK
sales manager. Joining the business
at the start of September, Jones
visited EMO in Hanover to
investigate the latest innovations
from Kyal principals such as WFL
Technologies, Weiler, Hembrug and
Willemin Macodel.
https://is.gd/usesuf

Martin Hawkins has been promoted
to UK sales director at Bowers
Group, a step up from his
previous role of UK sales
manager. In addition,
Dave Smith has
been promoted to
UK & Ireland sales
manager, having
previously held the
title of key account
and India country
manager.

C ost-effective, secure milling with added process flexibility is now said to be a
reality, thanks to the development of the Ceratizit MaxiMill 271 indexable-insert
milling system. https://is.gd/bohiki

Robot-based auto-loading/unloading
1 st Machine Tool Accessories has introduced a robotic loading and unloading
arrangement based on the same principle as the manual Swift Klamp HSK
workholding system for use on machining centres. https://is.gd/epixip

Laser profiling software development from Prima Power
P rima Power has expanded its family of software products with the introduction of
the FastSuite Prima Power Edition 3D laser CAM software, developed for the
company by Cenit AG. https://is.gd/harexe

Magnetic filtering for finishing processes
Eclipse Magnetics’ Autofiltrex range of automated filters is suitable
for most ferrous metal-finishing processes, including grinding,
honing and lapping. https://is.gd/rolayu

Pallet pool option for larger Haas UMC model
The Haas UMC-1000 universal machining centre can now be
supplied with an eight-place pallet pool (pictured, left).
https://is.gd/utumed

https://is.gd/urojud
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Dame Zaha Hadid’s Venice
installation (centre) that
spurred Automata
Technologies’ founders to
develop affordable, easy-to-useand-deploy robot technology

Architects
of innovation
It seems to be an increasingly frequent occurrence that well-established industries are being disrupted
by newcomers entering from other fields, most usually hailing from the tech sector or other online
businesses, but architecture? Andrew Allcock has more

W

ikipedia says this about architect the late
Dame Zaha Hadid: “She was described by The
Guardian of London as the ‘Queen of the
curve’, who ‘liberated architectural geometry, giving it a
whole new expressive identity’. Her major works include
the aquatic centre for the London 2012 Olympics,
Michigan State University’s Broad Art Museum in the
US, the MAXXI Museum in Rome, the Guangzhou
Opera House in China and the Beijing Daxing
International Airport, also in China.”
But it was her sculpture for the Gallery of
Venice Biennale 2012, a 6 m tall, self-supporting
folded aluminium structure that led two of those
in a London-based technical support group
tasked with realising Hadid’s creations to
challenge existing robot design and programming –
Suryansh Chandra and Mostafa El Sayed, founders of
Automata Technologies, set up in 2015.

The result is Eva and related programming software
Choreograph, which together deliver a low-cost, plug-andplay, easily programmable, table-top collaborative robotic
arm that, its creators say, will democratise robotics. Eva
has a 1.25 kg capacity, reach of 700 mm, precision of
±0.5 mm, traverse speed of 0.75 m/sec, costs from
£8,000 and takes just 15 minutes to set up. Its nearest
competition is Universal Robots’ UR3 at around £17,000.
Of Chinese robots that start at £17,000, Automata says
these are not seen as a realistic prospect for
“productivity-driven customers”.
Choreograph software can be run on any machine with
a browser and supports visual programming via the
browser, defining points, or via a teach method of guiding
the robot and recording positions. It is entirely visual,
there’s no code to write (although python scripts can
additionally be employed). The sequence in which
programmed points is visited can be edited. There’s
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instant visual playback of the program, with any changes
required, such as speed of motion, made before the
program is used to drive the robot. Conditional inputs and
reactions to those are also simply programmed in similar
visual manner, as are loop paths that interpolate points
between say, three points, so not demanding the teaching
of hundreds of path points. Programming end-effectors is
similarly easily accomplished by defining I/O states.
Remote monitoring of units is possible via a
dashboard app that even allows for scheduling of starts
and finishes, while Automata can undertake various
remote tasks for customers. And in the event of failure,
a new robot can be despatched by parcel post.
Venture capital backed, it should be noted that ABB
Technology Ventures, for one, has invested in Automata
Technologies, backing the company in two rounds of
financing.
Speaking at a July event, Chandra revealed progress
and uptake for Eva: “Four years ago there were two of us,
the two founders, two architects that were trying to build
a robotics company and we had little more than a 3Dprinted prototype back then, which could ship in a
backpack. Today, we are a 48-employee company with a
product that has been shipping for three months running
in factories for about nine months.”
Co-founder Mostafa El Sayed told Machinery in midOctober that the company had delivered some 60 units
and that close to one hundred are anticipated for the
year, adding: “We’re still servicing a gigantic backlog of
orders.” He states that the aim is to offer Eva in very high
volumes, available on two- to four-week lead times.
Applications so far take in UK-based manufacturer of
specialised metal components Qualitech, which produces
parts for products ranging from satellites to hair dryers.
The company’s implementation of Eva uses a four-cup
vacuum gripper to safely and accurately pick up metal
sheets and place them on a conveyor belt (video: https://
is.gd/oqujuz). So popular is Eva with its users there that
the initial idea of moving it around the factory is likely to
be shelved and more robots purchased.
At Nextgen Technology, a multinational company
headquartered in the UK, Eva is supporting automated
testing and fault analysis, helping Nextgen’s customers
validate and launch new products in industries from
automotive to smartphone development. Using provided
SDK and API capabilities (“radically more simple than
what most other robots provide”), python is used to drive
the robot. Eva adds physical interaction to the company’s
proprietary testing platform ATAM – allowing it to simulate
real end-user behaviour (video: https://is.gd/yudeda).
Also in the UK, chemical etching company ACE is
employing Eva to pick and load sheet metal, while in
Spain, Visdeltex is employing Eva to take parts from one
location, load them to a press and then unload and place
in a bin finished pressed components. The company
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manufactured its own endeffector tooling for the task.
Reasons for purchase fall
into three basic areas:
throughput throttling;
avoidance of loss of staff due
to monotony; and retraining
existing staff to perform
higher skilled jobs. Eva allows
manufacturing companies to
leverage their core value-adding manual
processes, says El Sayed. And return on investment is
just a few months, he adds.
In the manufacturing industry generally, pick-and-place,
machine tending, product testing, inspection and spot
dispensing are favoured tasks. Automata doesn’t
guarantee in-flight accuracy, so won’t recommend
welding, milling, 3D printing, laser cutting, drawing or inline gluing applications. And, by viewing use case videos
available at the company’s website, customers are
currently buying a robot in under three months, without
even seeing it in person, Chandra highlights, saying:
“That is quite new to the industry, people don’t do that
now; they want to be walked through the journey. We are
finding ways of educating them and helping them decide
whether Eva is right for them or not.” El Sayed adds that
probably 80% of current installations were made without
physically viewing Eva. And once a company has bought
one, they often return to place orders for multiple units.
A full list of questions that prospective customers might
have is available online (https://is.gd/gabuxe).
But what exactly prompted the pair to tread this robotdevelopment path and how have they achieved the end
result, which is very definitely a disruptive development
that clearly has much promise? Well, as the Venice
sculpture was self-supporting, it relied upon many pieces

Above: UK
subcontracting
firm Qualitech
is an early
adopter of Eva

Below: Mostafa
El Sayed, left,
and Suryansh
Chandra,
founders of
Automata
Technologies,
set up in 2015
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Integration (design, fabrication,
installation, programming,
testing, training): £12k+
Robot: £17k+
PLC (programmable logic
control): £3k+
End-effector: £1.5k+
Part
Part presentation: £10k+
Safety system: £3.5k+
Mounting: £1k+

Total deployed cost:

£50k+
The cobot is
just the start.
There are other
costs that must
be added to an
installation’s
total price,
Chandra
advises. Eva,
below, is an outof-the box
solution that
only requires
simple fixing
and a gripper
system

of folded aluminium to achieve that. “Basically, we studied
origami for a year,” Chandra explained at the July event,
adding: “We became obsessed with automation, which
allowed a four-person team to completely automate the
panel design process – take the shape, break it down into
panels, flatten them, define the sequence of build and spit
out all the data necessary to realise it in the real world.”
The idea after that was that robots would underpin
automation at the production end, holding and folding the
500 panels. “Turns out it took half an hour to fold a panel
by robot and five minutes by hand. We didn’t have labour
cost as part of the project, so that turned out to be us.
We ended up folding 85% of the panels by hand, manually,
and shipping them to Venice.”

CHALLENGE SPURS INNOVATION
A bitter start with robots, then, with the team thinking that
if robotic automation was the promised land, why had their
experience been otherwise? The thinking was that they
would go out and buy a robot, using their own money, and
see if they could improve on the initial experience. But
with a starting price of £20,000-25,000 and no defined
use case, it was a challenge, Chandra said. Why not build
one then? “We can construct buildings, how hard can
robots be?” he posed.
After four months, there was a 3D-printed prototype
using off-the-shelf electronics that could be transported in
a backpack and could be “set and running in five
minutes”. The company has used Autodesk Fusion cloudbased software to support its efforts. Today, four years on,
it takes three minutes to get Eva running, but the product
is a bit heavier, so a suitcase rather than a backpack is
the transport medium.
Chandra and El Sayed are no crazy designers. They
have analysed the market and the place that Eva can
satisfy in the automation market. Number one, there are
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plenty of repetitive manual tasks across many industries.
His examples were the Brompton bike factory in
Richmond, for example. Observes Chandra: “Where are
the robots? We thought everything was automated; that
was the perception, but when we started to visit factories,
we saw that they weren’t using robots.”
The move by firms such as Denmark’s Universal
Robots with its lower cost collaborative units has taken a
step towards making the lower volume tasks more viable,
Chandra admits, but adds that while such a robot might
be priced at £17k, there are additional costs (see
diagram, left) that push an installation to £50k+. Eva is
an out-of-the box solution that only requires simple fixing
and a gripper system. It is offered at a price, with an ease
of use and integration that makes robotic automation
attractive where even today’s lower cost cobot is overkill,
in terms of demanded performance. The central question
is how has it been possible to deliver such a robot at
such a price?
Well, it has taken the entrepreneurial pair four years to
get to where the company is today, but Chandra explains
that a robot is really essentially “a computer and a bunch
of actuators, or joints – a transmission mechanism, a
position sensor, a motor and a brake system”. So, the
company set out to deliver 80% of the performance of
current servos at 20% of the cost, using globally
available, standard, commoditised products to build a
new servo-system. Robots are a low-volume, specialised
industry with components made for it. So, for example,
Eva’s motors are those used by the drone industry –
a $1,100 drive has become a $280 assembly. The
company has three patents on its own gearbox design.
In association with that, assembly processes were
designed to build this servo at scale economically, with
Automata working with Tharsus, the company that built
Ocado’s warehouse robot, to manufacture Eva. Tharsus is
a subcontract design and manufacture business that
makes machinery for other people, with its manufacturing
operation in the Blyth, Northumberland. Automata
concentrates on design and development of actuation
systems, refining product performance and assembly
manufacturing processes through collected data/KPIs.
Looking forward, the company will work with partfeeding system partners to deliver systems, channel
partners to deploy turnkey installations for customers,
machine tool builders to deliver automated machine
solutions and will develop more software in support of
robot-based automation. Basically, it will create a
hardware and software ecosystem.
Customer requirement will guide further product
development, which could go in a number of directions,
says El Sayed. But he stresses that the central tenets for
the company will remain to provide the most affordable,
easiest to deploy and program robot-based automation
hardware. It’s got off to a good start. ■
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Mills CNC Technology Campus: 01926 736736

New Doosan high-productivity, multi-tasking twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres.

Do more with more!

Doosan’s new Puma TT 1300SYY (42/51mm bar diameter) and Puma TT 2100SYY (65/81mm bar
diameter) twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres have Y-axis capabilities on both their upper
and lower turrets.
This dual Y-axis capacity makes the machines extremely versatile and ultra-productive:
• The twin turrets allow simultaneous OD and ID cutting on a part in the main spindle.
• Simultaneous milling and turning of components in the machine’s main and sub-spindle enables
multiple finished parts to be completed in one cycle.
• Operations can be combined by machining one side of a part in the main spindle and finishing it in
the sub-spindle.
If you’re looking for something new…some may even say revolutionary…in the area of small
turned parts production - we think you’ll be doubly impressed with our new TT turning centre
series of machines with dual Y-axis capability.
To find out more visit www.millscnc.co.uk or call 01926 736736.

Mills CNC: Like No-one Else!

The broad sweep
Impossible as it is to cover all EMO developments in full, a review of two major machine tool makers
gives the flavour of developments in a number of technology areas. Andrew Allcock details DMG Mori and
Yamazaki Mazak’s offerings – more EMO developments will follow in future issues

I

n reviewing any major exhibition, there is
often a central theme or development that
breaks cover through multiple examples
and that demonstrates a new stage in some
area of manufacturing technology. There
wasn’t any such central draw, although there
were plenty of incremental developments
across a broad swathe of areas. So, let’s
look in detail at a couple of major machine
tool manufacturers, DMG Mori (https://is.gd/
equmos) and Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/
otocah), who had news spanning a number of
technology areas. Both had plenty to show
off, taking in a variety of machine tool, CNC,
automation technology, Industry 4.0 and
artificial intelligence developments.
Dr Masahiko Mori, president of JapaneseGerman giant DMG Mori, describes machine
tools as a ‘platform technology’, a
foundation element to which services and
additional manufacturing equipment can be
added (sold). CEO Christian Thoenes
underlined that supplying a machine is not
enough. He said that customers want DMG
Mori to provide technology, starting at job
planning and stretching through to
monitoring. Well, the company is delivering
on that breadth.
Let’s start with the new machines, as
this is the least complex area to get to grips
with these days for DMG Mori, it seems.
There were just two highlighted by the
company: the CLX 750 single-turret, optional
Y-axis, optional sub-spindle turning centre
with 700 mm (640 mm for Y-axis version)
diameter by 1,290 mm turning length; and
the entry-level, simultaneous 5-axis
machining centre DMC 90 U duoBLOCK with
pallet changer and a workpiece capacity of
900 mm dimeter by 1,450 mm high and
1,500 kg weight, plus 20,000 rpm
speedMASTER spindle. The company had
45 machines on its stand, though, and has
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DMG Mori’s Christian Thoenes reveals multiple digital
developments at EMO, including ‘myDMG Mori’, right
150-odd models in its portfolio, so plenty of
platforms.
DMG Mori’s application expertise in
conjunction with its machining technology
was underlined, however. Specifically, the
existence of its aerospace, automotive,
mould and die, and medical centres of
excellence.

REBUILD, RECONDITION & MORE
Alluding to the fact that machine tool
performance itself has near-plateaued,
DMG Mori chose to underline its ‘Economic
Stimulus Program’ (available in the EU), part
of which is a rebuild/reconditioning service
for existing machines. To be fair, this is also
a sign of the economic times; Germany’s
VDW organisation, which represents the

country’s machine tool builders, revealed
that machine tool orders were 21% down
year on year up to and including July,
reflecting industrial uncertainty – although
machine tool output this year will only be 2%
down. Says DMG Mori: “After years of
growth, many DMG Mori customers now face
uncertain economic times.” And this
initiative is a five-point one that additionally
takes in: machine buyback with immediate
payment, financing, training and
maintenance services.
But most noise was around automation
and digital innovations, with even additive
manufacturing (AM) now an established
technology within the company, with little
new highlighted. Dr Mori expects AM take-up
to accelerate, adding that DMG Mori will
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deliver 10 direct energy AM machines and
67 powder-bed units this year, with 100+
deliveries anticipated next year.
So, on the automation front, 29 of the 45
exhibits featured this. DMG Mori says it will
offer all machine tools in its portfolio with
automation and that by 2022, 80% of
machines will be delivered with automation,
adding: “The new development of
automation solutions is now just as
important as the development of new
machine models,” Dr Mori advised.
One of the more innovative automation
examples was the joint development with
Jungheinrich of the PH-AGV 50 driverless
transport system. This moves independently
on the shopfloor and boasts unrestricted
access to machines, because of its open
layout design and simple extendibility,
meaning it can be effortlessly integrated into
existing production areas. The PH-AGV 50 is
for workpieces up to 840 mm diameter by
500 mm high and weighing 600 kg. The
company will be using it in its own factories,
it was highlighted.
Also new and interesting is the modular
Matris system for parts up to 20 kg and for
single turning or machining centre use
(specified models). It can be equipped with
different grippers and combined with
standardised peripheral modules for
washing, measuring, storing or visualising.
No robot programming knowledge is required
as everything is programmed via CELOS by
means of cycles in dialog/input mask
manner. CELOS is DMG Mori’s HMI that
fronts the various CNC units employed.
Another flexible solution is the new WH
Flex, also for lathes or machining centres,
but able to link up to nine machines.
“It allows us to react even better to the very
individual and unique requirements of our
customers,” says Markus Rehm, managing
director of DMG Mori Heitec. WH Flex boast
its own digital twin, too – more generally, the
existence of digital twins for machines and
equipment cuts commissioning times by
80%, says the company. It adds also that
there will additionally be a clear
improvement in quality, as customers can
retool for new products parallel to
machining, thus continuously optimising the
production process.
In terms of other complementary machine
tool technology, the company has expanded
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its DMQP (DMG Mori Qualified Partner)
programme. This now takes in 2,400
peripherals and accessories worldwide, with
the latest announcements being Zimmer
Group’s intelligent zero-point clamping and
gripper systems for automation, as well as
Heraeus on the additive manufacturing side,
for metal powder plus a qualified and
integrated powder circuit.

THE DIGITAL FRONTIER
Good as this is, it is all pretty traditional
mechanical manufacturing hardware stuff;
it is digital solutions where the new
development frontier is and DMG Mori had
more than 30 innovations here. This
included more apps (now totalling 25) for its
web-based CELOS HMI launched in 2013.
But more important in this area is the
update of CELOS to be a PLC-independent
HMI that means all 15,000 installed CELOS
installations can be brought to a common
status.
Launched in association with that update
is the new DMG Mori Messenger. For the
very first time, this offers CELOS
functionality not only for DMG Mori machines
but for all devices on the shopfloor.
Messenger now makes simple machine data
recording possible and provides an open
database for third-party software. Customers
can see all of the relevant information about
the status of their machines at a glance.
CELOS has also been opened up to allow
customers to access their own applications
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via the HMI, using the new Application
Connector capability. Up to 20 such app
links can be created, taking in ERP and MES
systems, or even NC and production data
management systems.
Expanding the connectivity theme, DMG
Mori will also now provide as standard
machine connectivity according to “all
internationally relevant protocols here such
as MQTT, MTconnect and OPC-UA, plus the
new ‘umati’ standard”, while connection to
IIoT cloud platforms that include open,
manufacturer-independent ADAMOS,
Siemens MindSphere and FANUC FIELD is
also supported, and which was
demonstrated. Umati is the German
machine tool industry-driven connectivity
protocol that effectively means all machines
employing it speak a common language
using the same ‘words’ for the same status,
seen as a key element in making machines
plug-and-play on arrival (more, p22).
Another new digital offering is customer
portal ‘myDMG Mori’. This free online
service manager (available in the EU) for
DMG Mori machines accelerates the process
from the description of the problem to
processing the customer query and provides
all relevant documents digitally at the same
time. Machine-specific lifecycle
documentation of every service performed
and all spare parts ordered also feature. In
the future, the portal will be supplemented
with new options and applications. Booking
training courses online and access to expert
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DMG Mori’s WH Flex
enables customisation
through its modular design
know-how via an FAQ database are future
developments. Third-party machines will also
benefit in the future, via a WERKBLiQ
technology upgrade.
A further digital novelty is Tulip, a
company with which DMG Mori has
partnered. This offers no-code, drag-anddrop, visual programming to create for
example, work instructions and checklists
for shopfloor activities hosted on a PC or
CELOS-fronted control – think interactive
process sheets, for example.
Moving onto the next stage of Industry
4.0 journey, artificial intelligence, DMG Mori
has taken a stake in Up2Parts, which
specialises in just that. Up2Parts’
focus is on AI-based optimisation
and the acceleration of
procurement and manufacturing
processes: from quotation and order
entry, through work preparation and CAM
programming, to machine planning. An AIdriven NC programming system under
development was briefly shown at EMO that
can take 2D drawings create 3D models
where features and tolerances are extracted
to support automated programming,
employing cutting data gleaned from its own
factories, as well as from cutting tool
makers. EMO 2021 in Milan will see this
featured in CELOS controls, Dr Mori offered.
In all of this, DMG Mori is itself testing
and applying its own digital solutions within
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its own factories. Thoenes said that the
company “cannot be copied” it “will
continue to accelerate”. DMG Mori’s
Famot, Poland operation is the showcase
site, running 24/7, he stated.

and software solutions across its own
facilities in its iSmart factories – the UK is to
be upgraded to this level, in fact. Mazak
seemed to have a more positive global
outlook, saying that the year to March has
seen strong home demand plus growth in
the US, with various countries in Europe,
such as Germany and Italy performing well.
The company has seen significant year-onyear growth overall, company president
Takashi Yamazaki reported, with 2018-19
described as a record year.
At EMO, the company showed 27
different machines, a new Mazatrol
Controller (SmoothAi) and 16 integrated
automation solutions.
One of the world debuts was the UKdesigned entry-level 5-axis machining centre
CV5-500. Designed for the European market,
it features a newly designed constant
overhang headstock to maintain machining
rigidity, even at full Z-axis stroke.
Additionally, Thermal Shield maintains stable
cutting accuracy by applying automatic
compensation to negate temperature
fluctuations. Spindle speed is 12,000 rpm

ISMART THEREFORE I MAKE
Yamazaki Mazak is another
global machine tool player
that is
rolling out
its own
leadingedge
equipment

Designed
in the UK for Europe
for entry-level 5-axis
machining
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FOR SALE BY ONLINE AUCTION

ON BEHALF OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF CO-ENG LTD AND VARIOUS FINANCE COMPANIES (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)
CNC PRECISION LATHES, VMCS AND JIG GRINDER
LOTS INCLUDE

2018 DMG DMF 180-7 KGT 5 Axis VMC with DMG
Mori Ergoline Control
2018 Doosan Puma 600 CNC Slant Bed Lathe with
Fanuc iSeries Control
2018 Doosan Puma 2100Y II CNC Slant Bed Lathe
with Fanuc iSeries Control
2014 Hurco DCX22 VMC
2015 XYZ Proturn SLX 555 X1.75M CNC Lathe
2014 SMX 2000 CNC Turret Head Miller
2012 Mazak Quickturn 200 CNC Slant Bed Lathe
2 x 2012 Hurco VM10 VMC
2011 Hurco VMX42SR with 4th Axis
2007 Hurco VMX42 VMC
2000 XYZ Pro1500 Turret Head Miller
2019 SMX 3500 CNC Turret Head Miller
2019 SMX SLX425X1.25M CNC Lathe
2001 Hauser S55-400 CNC Jig Grinder
together with large selection of extras to include grinding
attachments and drive motors (installed 2019)

Hauser 5SM Jig Grinder
Catmor 2C Jig Grinder
Mitutoyo Euro C A9106 CMM (Rebuilt 2018)
Faro Inspection Arm
Various digital height gauges
Worthington Creyssensac Air Compressor,
HPC Air Compressor
Addison Jubilee VBS450 Vertical Bandsaw
Lansing E25-01 Electric Fork Lift Truck
Jones & Shipman 1400 and 540 Surface Grinders
Newall 2443 Jig Borer
Huron NU3 Universal Milling Machine
2 Overhead Cranes (2 ton and 4 ton)
Startrite HBM Horizontal Bandsaw
Telesis Engraver
Various Racking, pallet trucks, tool chests, granite
inspection tables
Large selection of inspection instruments, tipping skips,
finishers, jib arm cranes, workshop cabinets, vices,
MIG welders, office furniture and equipment,

Location: Units 57-59, Coleshill Industrial Estate,
Station Road, Roman Way, Coleshill, West Midlands, B46 1JT
Viewing: 10am to 4pm Tuesday 19th, Thursday 21st and Monday 25th November 2019
Online auction opens: 10am Tuesday 19th November 2019
Lots start to close from: 10am Wednesday 27th November 2019

For more information and to bid online please visit www.mgrappraisals.com
Tel: +44 (0)121 200 2206
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The 5-axis machine you’ve always
wanted is now available
GENOS M460V-5AX
When customers asked us to bring an affodable, highperformance 5-axis machine to market, we accepted the
challenge. The result is our new GENOS M460V-5AX,
a next-generation vertical machining centre that offers
unrivalled accuracy and productivity at an affordable
price point.
At Okuma, your feedback becomes our mission.
Contact

NCMT Limited
Tel 020 8398 4277 Fax 020 8398 3631

www.machinery.co.uk

www.ncmt.co.uk
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as standard, 18,000 rpm optional. Part
capacity is 500 mm diameter by 320 mm
high, and up to 200 kg weight.
A second world debut was the Variaxis
C-600 5-axis vertical machining centre,
successor to the Variaxis j-600/5X. Offered
with a range of options that enable users to
configure their C-600, these include 12,000,
15,000, 18,000 or 20,000 rpm spindles,
and 30-, 60-, 90- or 120-tool magazine.
Part capacity is to 730 mm diameter by
450 mm high and 500 kg. This
machine featured Mazak’s
SmoothAi Spindle function that
offers Ai adaptive control (patent
pending) that suppresses milling
spindle chatter by intelligently
adjusting cutting technology,
based on feedback from
sensors built into the machine.
SmoothAi, Mazak’s new artificial
intelligence control, has in-built learning
capability to continually improve machine
performance.
The company’s multi-tasking Integrex
series got an update through the i-H series
introduction, represented by two models at
EMO: the i-200H, an 8” chuck model with
210 mm Y-axis, 600 mm maximum swing
and 5,000 rpm main and second spindles;
and the larger i-450H ST with a 12” chuck,
300 mm Y-axis, capacity to handle
workpieces up to 670 mm diameter and
3,300 rpm, 37 kW main spindle and 4,000
rpm second spindle. Both models have a
fully contouring 240° B-axis and the new
compact 12,000 rpm milling spindle.
Of course, SmoothAi artificial intelligence
control again features.
The new i-H design is automation-friendly,
with a flat front, while the tool magazine has
been positioned at the rear. This provides
greater accessibility to site automation at
the front of the machine, notably articulated
robots, to perform a range of tasks whilst
maintaining excellent accessibility for the
operator. The i-450H ST shown was
integrated with flexible automation having an
articulated robot with five different stocker
carts housing robot hands, chuck jaws,
tooling, shaft and chuck workpieces.
Integration of automation is further
enhanced with the new Smooth RCC (Robot
Cell Controller), which adds advanced
capabilities, such as checking resources for
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tool and fixture set-up, whilst the Robot
Setup Assist enables efficient programming
of the robot in the same co-ordinate system
as the machine.
Staying with the automation theme, and
four new turnkey automation cells
engineered in the UK were a highlight. A
VTC 530 VMC was producing an aluminium
aerospace seating component, with a 12 kg
payload Yaskawa GP25-12 Industrial Robot
loading parts to the machine. Once
machining was complete, the GP25-12
unloaded the component and a 10 kg
payload Yaskawa HC10 cobot mounted on
a Grenzebach AGV autonomous vehicle
transfered machined parts to a measuring
station where a separate HC10 fed
components to a Renishaw Equator
measurement cell.
A VCN-530C VMC with MA-20/400 robotbased loading system able to handle
workpieces up to 15 kg (2 by 7.5 kg) and
400 mm in length, making it ideal for small
automated runs, such as the production of
electronic switch boxes, showcased on the
stand. Both machine and robot tending
solution can be controlled via the SmoothG
CNC control panel, while an integrated laser
scanning system automatically paused the
cycle, should an operator stray too close to
the cell during production.
That machine was also connected to the
Umati booth (see p22), so that the real-

This new Integrex e-1250V/8S AG,
plus the the new i-500S AG, combine Mazak’s
Done-in-One philosophy with high speed gear
machining and on-machine measurement
time status of the machine could be viewed.
A third system was a QT-250 MSY turning
centre served by a RoboJob Tower
automation system designed to deliver
unmanned running. The 4.6 m-high tower
system is available with twin-elevator
storage trays, with one feeding a 50 kg
payload robot for transferring workpieces to
the machine tool, while the other allows
operators to replenish parts.
The final turnkey automation cell from
Mazak’s Automation and Manufacturing
Systems (AMS) Group, which works across
Europe, was a QT-350 MY turning centre,
complete with TA-35/270 machine tending
solution. Intended for billet and shaft loading
applications, the automation system
comprises a Turn-Assist 35 kg FANUC robot
able to handle workpieces up to
270 mm diameter.
Producing a hydraulic cylinder shaft, the
robot turned parts around in between
operations. A graphical user interface
integrated into the CNC allows operators to
program the entire cell from the SmoothG
control panel.
“Never before has automation been so
affordable and so easily integrated into the
factory environment,” says Richard Smith,
European Group managing director at
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Yamazaki Mazak. In all, 16 automation
solutions featured on the company’s stand,
the largest number it has ever brought to an
EMO, he underlined.
Turning to the CNC/Industry 4.0 area,
Mazak’s SmoothAi has three core
capabilities, machine learning delivered by
the application of artificial intelligence,
digital twinning and automation.
SmoothAi’s artificial intelligence
capabilities enable the machine to learn
from a variety of information sources,
including the operator, previous cutting
processes and environmental data input, to
continually improve performance –
programming, set-up, cycle time reduction,
cutting surface improvement, ease of
operation and automation.
During programming, Solid Mazatrol
enables the auto-generation of programs
from 3D models, using artificial intelligence
to intuitively learn and understand the
cutting strategies used by the manufacturer.
As a result, it can reduce programming time
by 90%.
SmoothAi allows 3D simulation to be
carried out on the CNC without processing
delays, with the potential to reduce
simulation time by 56%, in comparison to
SmoothX. In addition, Mazak’s Intelligent
Safety Shield has been improved to deliver a
further reduction in simulation time.
During set-up, new function Cutting
Adviser intelligently identifies areas of the
program in which key parameters, such as
speed, feed rate and cutting depth, can be
adjusted prior to the first cut, previously a

manual operation. Cutting Adviser also
enables the visualisation of machining,
including tool usage, cutting volume, load
and machining time.
The new control also has digital twinning
capability (Mazatrol Twins), which creates a
digital replica of the machine. SmoothCAM
Ai, or a third-party CADCAM system, can use
the digital twin to ensure offline-created
programs work on the machine.
The new Ai control is also equipped with
software to assist with tool management and
automation. Smooth Tool Management offers
further efficiency during the digital set-up via
accurate tool data management and
synchronisation throughout a plant.
And integration of automation is improved
through new Smooth Robot Cell Controller
(RCC). This takes the standard automation
capabilities of material transport and
machining and adds new advanced
capabilities – such as tool and fixture
capability check, tool set-up and fixture
set-up – to offer a more flexible
automation solution.
SmoothAi is also equipped with
Robot Teaching Assist, which
enables the fast programming
of a robot through a simple
teaching-less interface having
pre-programmed robot
operating patterns.
Together, these two
global machine tool giants’
developments serve to highlight
much of that which was on show
at EMO. ■

Mazak’s
SmoothAI
brings artificial
intelligence to
various functions

High Dynamic Turning: initial insert range unveiled
Ceratizit’s revolutionary High Dynamic Turning technology was covered in detail in our June
issue this year (https://is.gd/rijuxa). Employing a turning centre’s milling spindle to index
into position an insert having, typically, three corners/cutting edges and also alter the
approach angle in cycle, EMO saw the first range of inserts launched for use with this novel
development. They take in four different indexable insert
geometries for machining steel/stainless steel (two by
roughing and one by finishing edges; three by roughing
edges, symmetrical) and for aluminium (three by cutting
edges, symmetrical). This initial range covers a number
of applications. The holders are available with a range
of different overhang lengths for each size and are
available for the HSK-T and Capto toolholder
interfaces.
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SMEC showed two lathes served by a
TURNING
NEWS INHanwha
THE ROUND
single
rail-mounted
cobot –
Dugard (https://is.gd/ixuhad) is the UK
representative for both SMEC and Hanwha

Connecting the dots
With the biennial EMO manufacturing technology show having
recently closed its doors, Andrew Allcock has news of some relevant
developments that were highlighted at the event

O

ne of the biggest pieces of Industry
4.0 news at September’s EMO show
was the demonstration of the ‘umati’
standard interface (umati = universal
machine tool interface). Altogether, 70
companies from 10 countries used umati to
network 110 machines and 28 value-added
services at the event. “Umati is opening up a
new chapter in production,” said Dr HeinzJürgen Prokop, chairman of the German
Machine Tool Builders’ Association, VDW
(Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenhersteller).
While there are plenty of standard
interfaces and protocols, the actual
‘language’ employed across these is not
standardised between machine tool builders
– the same machine tool status may not be
identically signaled by different makers. That
is the purpose of umati. It is effectively a
mapping tool used by machine tool builders
to harmonise their messages. According to
Heller (https://is.gd/fapeva), which
demonstrated full use of umati, the
developing standard “already covers about
40% of the final data record”.
Creating a connection and providing a
uniform language for machines, systems and
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software are essential prerequisites for
reaping the benefits of digitalisation in
production, the VDW says. The fact that
individual companies no longer have to
concern themselves with the correct
functioning of the network interconnection
represents a tremendous step forward,
it emphasises.
The standard uses existing interface
standard OPC UA. Says Prokop: “Choosing
the OPC UA standard for the development of
the interface will help it to spread
internationally. It ensures that umati can be
used free of charge worldwide.” Ninety
companies are contributing to further
development work in the Joint Working Group.
The release of Version 1.0 of the Companion
Specifications, the next milestone, is planned
for the middle of next year.”
Umati has broad support. Three
international consortia from major machine
tool manufacturing countries have joined:
ProdNet from Switzerland, Edgecross from
Japan and NCLink from China. In addition, the
machine tool associations from China, the
UK, Italy, the Netherlands, Austria,
Switzerland, Spain and Taiwan, as well as the
European machine tool association CECIMO

(of which VDW is a member) are supporting
the project.
But the success of umati will ultimately
depend on how customers rate the added
value of the interface. For their part,
manufacturers must provide this added value
in a dependable manner, the VDW says.
“For this, we need reliable partners who can
provide the necessary components, such as
control architecture and software
components. We will achieve this through
close cooperation with the control
manufacturers and, in future, no doubt also
with extensive parts of the supply chain,”
Prokop offered, concluding: “In the future, the
umati brand should represent a promise:
anyone who buys a umati machine and has
umati interface software should be able to
get the data flowing with no difficulty.”

OTHER SOLUTIONS
Yet there were others at EMO that offered
innovative machine connection capabilities
that don’t require the purchase of a new
machine having umati, but which allow for the
connection of a mix of machines, as is the
norm for most companies. Probably the most
interesting of these was South Korean
company Unomic (www.unomic.com), which
was promoting its ElfinOS (video: https://is.
gd/xucizo). The company was established in
2006 to develop digital twin hardware and
software and has progressed since then, with
ElfinOS appearing two years ago. This allows
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users to connect any machine themselves:
no visit, no extra hardware. The company has
produced its own PC software and associated
discovery agent that is downloaded and then
let loose across a company’s network,
discovering and connecting machines and
allowing for the transmission of data. In its
more sophisticated guise, ElfinOS can be
cloud-based or an on-premise Edge solution.
It employs standard machine/network
interfaces OPC UA, MTConnect, OMA, ROS
and MQTT, connecting to Siemens (https://
is.gd/qukaco), FANUC (https://is.gd/ematin),
Mitsubishi (https://is.gd/yahuqu) and
Heidenhain (https://is.gd/ivugiv) CNCs, plus
Comau (https://is.gd/adapad) and FANUC
robots. The company is working with machine
tool builders Doosan of South Korea and Flow
of the US, plus South Korean robot maker
Hanwha and Japanese bearings expert THK.
Part of the company’s offering is a cloudbased platform that makes available to users
apps, data analysis and sensors, the latter to
support retrofitting of data collection
capabilities in the areas of vibration, noise,
pressure and temperature. These sensors
are connected to an ElfinOS box having Wi-Fi
capability that sends data to an ElfinOS dataprocessing Edge device that can also connect
to the cloud.
Unomic has installations such as those at
Hanwha Aerospace, where 100 machines are
connected, in South Korea and Vietnam; at a
South Korean auto parts maker where 150
machines are connected; as well as at a
South Korean THK facility that has 100
machine tools connected. Benefits are
reduced lead times, defects and customer
complaints, says Unomic.
In pitching itself against competitors, the
company puts itself at the top, in terms of
openness, sustainability and cost to
implement – the cost to implement is zero
with the PC-based software system, after all.
A somewhat newer entrant in the machine
tool connectivity area is Germany’s MCU
GmbH (www.mcu-gmbh.de). It is actually
associated with machine tool company
Schwäbische Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH
(www.sw-machines.de), a maker of multispindle high volume machine tools (previously
Hechler & Koch up until 1995). Already
offering its Toolinspect II (Toolinspect original
was launched in the mid-2000s), this latest
version of the hardware/software machine
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Digital twins. Can you hear me?
Walking past CNC or PC screens displaying digital twins of machine tools and cutting
processes is no longer surprising. But to walk past such a display at EMO and hear
metal being cut when there isn’t a machine tool actually connected to the digital twin
is unusual. That’s what those passing by ModuleWorks’ stand (www.moduleworks.com)
experienced. It has actually been a capability for some time, developed to aid the
training of individuals and allow them to get an understanding of what good and bad
cutting sounds like. Perhaps less useful on an actual machine then, because the
noise comes for free.
Digital twins are increasingly common, though. DMG Mori says that their use can
reduce machine commissioning time by 80% and is providing digital twins of its
automation products, too, thus giving a complete installation twin. Mazak’s Mazatrol
TWINS are a digital twinning software series that creates a synchronised digital replica
of a Mazak machine within the office programming environment. Siemens with its
Sinumerik One control is highlighting benefits of physical digital twins for machine tool
builders, allowing them innovate faster. Makino (NCMT, https://is.gd/pucuxe)
demonstrated a complete digital twin of a factory at EMO, although this seemed more
about information flow than physical representation, relating to job scheduling,
planning and tracking.

tool add-on can prevent tool breakage and
can be added to a machine without need for
any PLC modifications. Toolinspect II can be
integrated into Windows and Linux operating
systems, presenting the same user interface
and an identical one to machine and control
system. Other performance and capability
improvements have been made, too.
But the new introduction this show is
MCU’s Liveinspect hardware/software
machine tool add-on. OPC UA or Modbus TCP
connected, this reads data from machines
(any CNC or PLC variable, Machinery was told)
and processes them further locally, allowing
for the selection of data sources so as to

prevent the generation of irrelevant data. This
data can then be passed to any cloud service
using MQTT – MCU is not in the business of
developing this side of things, rather it
focuses on machine connectivity. Siemens
840Dsl and the FANUC controllers are
supported, with Bosch Rexroth a future step.
So, while umati will make machine
connection and communication a plug-andplay affair as standard on new machines,
there will remain a market for the connection
of existing machines and these two examples
highlight that there are innovative solutions
for that.
All this connectivity will allow users to

Finnish firm Zyfra has artificial
intelligence as part of its machine
connectivity, data-gathering and
analysis offering
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Industrie-Partner’s Robo Operator,
moveable between machines and,
unusually, offered on a rental basis
capture data and display/process it. The
software tools that can support this are many
and varied. Many machine tool makers
already have their own software tools, but to
offer a factory-wide, uniform solution that
takes in third-party machines and equipment
is the clear need for any widescale adoption
of a software solution from, at least, a
machine tool builder source. It was a
message that DMG Mori (https://is.gd/
equmos) was hammering home (p14) at EMO.
With its DMG Mori Messenger, for the very
first time CELOS functionality not only for
DMG Mori machines but for all devices on the
shopfloor is offered. CELOS is the company’s
browser and app-based CNC front-end.
Messenger now makes simple machine data
recording possible and provides an open
database for third-party software to access it.
Customers can see all relevant machine

status information at a glance.
But pure software firms obviously offer
solutions for machine data collection, its
display and analysis. One of those at EMO was
Finnish company Zyfra (https://mdc-plus.com)
and its MDCPlus software, a real-time machine
monitoring and manufacturing data collection
system. Collected data and its analysis allows
for overall equipment effectiveness to be
driven up. But a new tweak from the company
was the use of artificial intelligence (AI) to the
specific task of tool life prediction. For
example, based on historical data for one
month, the model can give a prediction of tool
life on a 15-minute horizon to a prediction
accuracy of 85%.
AI in predictive maintenance is also within
Zyfra’s sights. Says Andrey Lovygin, ZYRA’s
international business development director:
“Predictive maintenance solutions do not have

Robots at every turn
Our EMO coverage on p14 highlights the automation message from DMG Mori and Yamazaki
Mazak, but robots to be seen everywhere at EMO. South Korea’s SMEC (Dugard, https://is.
gd/ixuhad) had a Hanwha cobot (Dugard) serving two machines; Doosan (Mills CNC, https://
is.gd/edocag) showed of its mobile/autonomous cobot unit (see also p26); DMG Mori had
one of those, too (p14), as did Makino with its iAssist mobile/autonomous Kuka cobot unit
and FANUC – Almost every FANUC machine was automated with a conventional or
collaborative FANUC Robot. Independent robot-based automation suppliers were also in
evidence. Dutch firm Halter (ETG, https://is.gd/ulufay) with its new 70 kg capacity machine
loading/unloading system; Germany’s Industrie-Partner’s Robo Operator (www.ip-coswig.de),
moveable between machines and, unusually, offered on a rental basis; plus another Dutch
firm, Cellro (https://cellro.com), which is actually 15 years established, that also had a 70 kg
robot-based loading/unloading development to show, part of its Xcelerate family.
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a significant presence in discrete [batch]
manufacturing,” and adds: “AI-based
solutions in the sector are more like
research projects than working products.
Zyfra has connected over 8,000 machine
tools. As a result of our work, with all the
data now accumulated, we are able to offer
the market our new Predictive Maintenance
solution.”

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HERE
AI is definitely creeping into the Industry
4.0 scene. Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah)
introduced its SmoothAi CNC (p14), for
example. Siemens’ AI offering is its
‘Analyze MyWorkpiece /Vision Edge’
application. Based on AI, this detects
whether the right workpiece is in the correct
position.
FANUC employs AI in its ‘Smart Feed
Axis Acceleration/ Deceleration’, a function
that determines the actual moment of
inertia of the workpiece during operation
and adjusts the optimal acceleration of the
servo motor. Its ‘Servo Learning Oscillation’
is a software function useful when turning
and supports prolonged, automated
operation. This oscillates the tool, reducing
chip size, preventing ‘birds nesting’. And
FANUC’s AI Servo Monitoring analyses and
evaluates work spindle data, or any servo
data, with AI comparing recorded data with
normality to propose maintenance
measures where adjustable threshold
values are exceeded. ■
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Visitor numbers across the two-day
event exceeded 350; eight machine
tools and three collaborative robots
were sold; over one hundred significant
enquiries were generated

Doosan tech on show
Andrew Allcock visited Mills CNC’s recent Open House event, which focused completely on Doosan
technology. New multi-tasking turning centres, large-capacity machining centres, turning centre-based
gear manufacture, cobots and automation were key elements of the October get-together

Automation cell – Mills CNC has employed a software writer to support its
automation efforts. A DNM 4500 vertical machining centre was served by this
FANUC robot-based, Mills CNC-engineered system fronted by a Mills CNC HMI
that allows easy step-by-step setting up of automated machine loading/unloading.
Data to define such things as chuck jaws (robot and machine) can be called from
a database or entered into templates at the screen then stored for reuse. Called
Compact Cell, the system has five drawers within which billets are held in standard
fixture matrices (defined by the HMI system, based on entered billet dimensions).
Parts are taken from and deposited into drawers. They can be placed in a separate
inspection drawer at defined intervals or on demand, with tool offsets also
updateable from the HMI. Installations have been made
▼
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Gear skiving
A Puma SX2600S demonstrated power gear skiving of a part
of module 2.5 internal/2 external, employing Seco tooling.
Subcontractor Callatech of Worthing has taken such a solution.
To allow a Doosan machine to deliver this capability, it just needs the
electronic gearbox option – retrofittable and considerably lower in
cost than other solutions, says Mills CNC
▼

New large capacity VMC
The new DNM 6700XL is a 2.1 m X-axis machining centre, kitted
out at the Open House event with Nikken rotary table set-up to
allow for the production of this demonstration part
▼

▼

New TT turning machine
This TT2100SYYB is one of
two new double-turret, mainplus-sub-spindle machines.
This is a 10” chuck unit with
81/67 mm diameter bar
capacity (main/sub) and
has maximum diameter
and turning length of 230
mm in each case. The
main spindle is a 25 kW, 3,500 rpm, 244 Nm
unit; the sub-spindle a 25 kW, 5,000 rpm set-up. Upper turret is a
12/24-position unit with 5,000 rpm/7.5 kW driven tool stations.
The lower turret is a 12/24-position system. Rapid traverse is
40 m/min in Z and 30 m/min in X

All photos: Andrew Allcock

DVF with AWC
The new 5-axis
DVF 5000 with
automatic work
changer (AWC)
was another
system that
underlined the
automation message
at Mills CNC’s October
event. The machine has
a 500 mm diameter
table capable of holding
400 kg, an 18,000 rpm
spindle and X, Y and Z
travels of 625, 450 and
400 mm, respectively

▼

▼

Cobot display
There are four models: M0609,
a 6 kg payload, 900 mm reach
model; M1509, 15 kg payload,
900 mm reach; M1013, 10 kg
payload, 1.3 m reach; M0617,
6 kg capacity, 1.7 m reach
(claimed the longest in the
market). Robust industrial
design and easy programming
(up and running in 20 minutes)
are highlighted. Simple (Task
List, inset), more sophisticated
(Task Builder), more detailed
(Task Writer) and manual teach
modes support programming

▲ Cobot-loaded lathe
Demonstrating automated machine tending was a combined
set-up of Lynx 2100LSYB and M1013 cobot (10 kg payload,
1.3 m reach)
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TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

The new factory at Kalmar, soon to
be joined by another, is a modern
facility catering to both machine
tool building and its employees’
needs in 21st century style

Game-changing record
Andrew Allcock explains how Swedish machine tool builder Modig Machine Tools has become a global
leader in high speed machining of aerospace parts, revealing the company’s latest world-beating efforts
and developments in that area

S

wedish machine tool builder Modig
Machine Tools (https://modig.se) was
established in 1947 by four Modig
brothers. Set up as a mechanical workshop
on marshland in Virserum, Smaland, one of
Sweden’s forest-rich inland areas, it was a 5
by 10 m concern. This year, the
100-employee company opened a new
5,000 m2 factory in the expanding coastal
city of Kalmar, on Sweden’s Baltic east
coast. The new facility is required to support
demand for Modig’s RigiMill and HHV
machines (see later).
Located some 50 miles south-east of
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Virserum, the Kalmar operation assembles
machines and also supports customer test
runs. The home town of Virserum houses
the company’s warehouse and is the
location for the production of modules
assembled at Kalmar.
The purchase of 10 apartments has
smoothed the transfer of some staff from
Virserum, as well as providing visitor
accommodation, while close-by Kalmar
University will soon have 6,000 students,
establishing a pipeline of future talent on
which the company can draw. A further
positive for Kalmar is its location close to a

major airport. With the increasing number of
world-wide customers who visit Modig on a
regular basis, Kalmar Airport’s proximity was
another influence for the siting the new
factory. A further 5,000 m2 unit is under
construction, in fact, with this required for
the assembly of the company’s very latest
creation (see later).
A global expert in the manufacture of high
speed machines for aerospace parts’
production, but not solely that, Modig’s
latest machines continue to push
metalcutting boundaries, just as they have
for some many years to date. In arriving at
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David Modig, right, heads up
today’s firm, representing the third
generation of what can rightly be
described as a pioneering family

“WE GUARANTEE 40%
CYCLE TIME REDUCTION
WITH THE HHV.”
- David Modig, President Modig Machine Tool

HHV2 / HHV3
Compare these proven
Case Studies:
Time
Savings

Time
Savings

this latest point, though, Modig has
journeyed through both boom and bust.
Concentrated within the hands of a
single Modig brother, Harry, in 1957,
lathes were then the company’s focus.
With Harry’s passing in 1965, wife Ulla
continued running Modig with family
support, and a universal milling machine
was added to the range in 1967. That
same year, Ulla and Harry’s son Percy
joined the company, upon his sixteenth
birthday. Percy took on running the
company in 1971 and it would be him
that would start the company’s
computerised machinery journey and
then steer Modig towards today’s high
speed, aerospace parts’ machining
destination. He took ownership in 1978,
upon the death of his mother – at the
time the company employed 32 and
turned over SEK4m (£322k).
Percy oversaw the development of
the company’s first computerised
machine, in 1982. Based on the firm’s
universal drilling machine, it was not
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wholly successful, due to its partial
computerised nature. But, building on
this, the company’s first fully automatic
multi-function machine with, innovative
at the time, a toolchanger, MD 5000,
was developed in 1984. Comparatively
inexpensive, it found a niche, selling
well at home and even to Switzerland
and Germany.
A more powerful MD 6000 followed,
but it was the development of the MD
7000 series vertical machining centre in
the late 1980s that saw the company
rise to become a world leader in high
speed aluminium machining. Working
with bearing expert and fellow Swedish
firm SKF, technology was developed to
support spindle speeds of, first, 15,000
rpm and then up to 20,000 for the
MD 7200.
The processing capability of the MD
7200 was such that it could get through
five to 10 times as much work as other
similar machines of the time. Sweden’s
Saab Military Aircraft, located some 100
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miles north and manufacturer of the
country’s Gripen fighter jet, then
approached the company. It wanted a
machine that could process aluminium
profiles of various sizes and in lengths of
eight to 12 m. In 1991, the first of
Modig’s Profil Line machines was
installed. So good was it that the
intended purchase of four machines
actually became just two.
Saab, Modig and Tekniska Högskola
at Linköping then pushed high speed
machining on further, using an MD 7200
installed at Saab as the research tool to
better develop cutting data. (In addition
to working with Tekniska Högskola, Modig
has also worked Seco and KTH, the Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, in
pursuit of high speed machining
development.) At the beginning of the
1990s, Modig established its own
Technical Centre, a test and training
school to help customers adopt the
resulting high speed technology. Percy
Modig then became the speaker of
choice on the subject throughout the
country, subsequently becoming
Virserum’s businessman of the year.

AEROSPACE BREAKTHROUGH
The big break into aerospace came in
1993, however, following Modig’s
attendance of that year’s EMO exhibition
in Hanover. A number of aerospace firms
started to express interest and more.
Boeing telephoned, expressing curiosity,
and a dialogue was established. More
tangibly, an order from German Airbus for
a number of Profile Line machines was
won, the latter valued at SEK6m – half a
million pounds. Following that, McDonnell
Douglas ordered a version of the Profile
Line, solving a major production problem.
Boeing then became a customer.
The impact was immense. From a
30-employee company turning over
SEK30m (£2.5m) at the beginning of the
decade, by the end of that period Modig
had grown to become a 150-employee,
SEK180m (£15m) turnover operation.
Along the way it won Boeing’s
Outstanding Performance supplier award
in 1997.
A year later, Swedish state-owned
venture capital company Sixth AP Fund
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RigiMill was 50% faster
than multi-spindle
alternatives on the
market at launch

took a 25% interest in
the machine tool builder.
A new factory was opened in industrial
area Fabriksgatan, Virserum, in 1999.
Aerospace business continued to
grow, but to spread its customer
catchment wider, the company developed
Transflex, a gantry-style machining centre,
for the automotive industry. Then came
calamity. The terrorist outrage on US soil
of 11 September 2001 saw aerospace
business dry up for 16 months, while
Transflex was not yet established.
Investment in that and the new building
amounted to SEK45m (£3.6m), while
expected aerospace orders of SEK120m
(£9.6m) did not turn up. Modig Machine
Tools filed for bankruptcy in 2002.
But Percy bought the company back in
2003 and returned to Virserum, renting
an industrial unit. Percy’s son David then
joined the company, immediately
demonstrating capability in reducing the
company’s second machine’s assembly
time by 25%. In 2007, aerospace
business returned, the company winning
an order from Spirit Aerosystems in the
USA, developing the HHV Extrusion Mill,
a profile routing machine, for the
company. (The machine continues to find
new markets in its two-chuck HHV-2 form:
a major USA car manufacturer has just
placed a contract for four machines,
specifically to machine the aluminum
floor pan section components of its
electric car. Other German car
manufacturers are following suit.)
In 2012, a return was made to
Fabriksgatan in Virserum (but a different
unit) and, following that, FlexiMill was
designed and available in 2015 – a
horizontal milling machine with up to six
axes and allowing customisation, it was
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“FOR 70 YEARS MODIG HAS
BEEN ON THE CUTTING EDGE
OF TECHNOLOGY - THAT’S
WHERE WE INTEND TO STAY”
- David Modig, President Modig Machine Tool

RIGIMILL
Chip removal rates of:
55 cubic inches/min in titanium
1000 cubic inches/min aerospace aluminum
Compare these proven
Case Studies:

Time
Savings

Time
Savings

Time
Savings

UK & Eire:
MikeB@aeromachinery.com
www.modig.se
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BRANDs
TOGETHER

SUPPLY SIDE HIGH SPEED PIONEER KEEPS PIONEERING

The HHV (Horizontal High Velocity) is
a universal machining centre for part
production from bar or extrusion. Raw
material is loaded from the left, the HHV
automatically pulls the raw material into
position for machining and delivers finished
parts into a part catcher. Standard machining
often requires multiple set-ups, but the HHV
machines parts complete in one set-up, with
no workholding requirement

“MODIG IS MORE THAN
OUR FAMILY NAME, IT’S
OUR BRAND. WE PUSH
FOR EXCELLENCE.”
- David Modig, President Modig Machine Tool

aimed at aluminium, steel, cast iron and
composites machining. It accommodates
components with a length up to 6 m and
a cross section 2 m.
RigiMill followed soon after, with a
single order for 14 won from a long-term
customer for the production of longerons/
stringers and valued at SEK350m (£28m)
– the largest order ever won by the
company. The single vertical spindle,
travelling-gantry style machine was 50%
faster than multi-spindle alternatives on
the market. In 2017, it established a
world record for aluminium machining,
cutting at the rate of 16.4 l/min of solid
material; for titanium, it can machine
0.9 l/min. And the next-generation
RigiMill 24 m machine, which is equipped
with the world’s largest auto-loading
three-pallet system, is currently being
installed in the UK at a Tier One
aerospace group supplying detailed parts
and sub-assemblies.

INNOVATION NEXT STEPS
Numerous Tier One and Tier Two
aerospace clients have selected Modig
Machine Tools as their world-wide
preferred supplier to replace existing outof-date equipment, which has resulted in
the company’s next creation, the P51.
A moving-column horizontal spindle
machine, it has a tombstone table that
can be configured to index at 90° or
continuously via NC.
Having single or dual work zones, the
P51 is suited to both medium and large
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batch production. Accuracy and
adaptability support customer requests
for either machining titanium – using a
450 Nm, 12,000 rpm spindle – or
aluminum – when a 30,000 rpm, 150 kW
spindle is fitted. This new machine will be
built in the second 5,000 m2 adjoining
factory, whose construction is currently
underway. It will have a mezzanine floor
capable of taking the production line build
of the new products.
In addition to the new factory in
Kalmar, Modig is also completing a
showroom and test centre in Wichita,
Kansa, USA. Customer response has
been very positive, as they currently have
no opportunity themselves in house to
carry out cutting trials on the future
projects for which they are bidding. This
will also overcome the skepticism
expressed by new clients when advised
they can obtain circa 40% gains using
Modig equipment.
To date, some 11,000 Modig
machines have been delivered, with even
the early mill/drill machines designed to
be used on ships still in existence –
indeed, UK agent M-TECH (UK) (https://
is.gd/yesaha) frequently receives calls
from ports worldwide to supply spares.
Longevity as well as leading-edge
performance are Modig machines’
distinguishing traits, clearly. Born of a
pioneering spirit 70-odd years ago, the
company continues in the same vein
today under the direction of its thirdgeneration Modig family member. ■
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FLEXIMILL
A horizontal high-speed 6-axis machining
center. Developed in collaboration with a
Tier One Aerospace Subcontractor.
High precision and true ﬂexibility.
Easily re-located, with in built foundation.
Turnkey projects a MODIG specialty.

FlexiMill with cover
removed with a ﬂexible
36 CNC-axis ﬁxture.

UK & Eire:
MikeB@aeromachinery.com
www.modig.se
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SUPPLY SIDE INCREASING BREADTH & DEPTH

Product, service &
facility expansion
Having opened its new facility on the Telford 54 Business Park just four years ago (https://is.gd/fopobe),
Filtermist’s 50th anniversary year has seen it add 30,000 ft2 to its footprint in that same locality, in the
form of a distribution centre. Andrew Allcock was at the official opening event in October

E

stablished in 1969, Filtermist saw an
MBO in 1997 and was then acquired
in 2010 by Sweden’s Absolent AB,
which was established in 1993. Under the
managing directorship of James Stansfield,
the company has been on the acquisition
trail for three years now, hence the need to
expand its Telford operations
In 2016, Filtermist (https://is.gd/ugawoz)
acquired extraction equipment installer and
servicer Filtertech. That was followed by
Multi Fan Systems later that same year, a
designer, supplier and installer of custom air
movement, filtration and extraction systems.
In 2017, Dustcheck was added to the tally,
a manufacturer of industrial dust collectors
and industrial air filtration systems. Last
year Filtermist snapped up Dust Control
Solutions, a manufacturer and installer of
dust, fume, odour and pollution control
systems for industry.
This year saw the pace pick up with the
purchase of DCS Group, a designer,
supplier, installer and commissioner of fume

and dust extraction systems. DCS assets
included Ecogate Ltd and Gallito Ltd, which
between them manufacture a range of
industry-associated products, such as
FastClip ducting and microprocessorcontrolled extraction optimisation systems
that are designed to improve extraction
efficiency. Carter Environmental Engineers
(CEE) Ltd’s air services division followed.
The acquisition included the rights to
manufacture the Carter range of dustextraction equipment, which consists of
dry-dust filters, booths and benches, and wet
collectors. Also this year, Kerstar has been
added, a producer of a range of cleaners,
including ATEX-accredited machines for use
in explosion risk environments, as was XS
Automation, a designer, manufacturer and
installer of bespoke process control panels
and cabinets. (Filtermist may also be offering
Canadian Diversitech air filtration and dust
collection equipment, following that
company’s purchase by Absolent.)
Following these purchases and the

opening of the new distribution centre, where
final assembly, testing and stores will be
located, allowing component manufacturing
to expand on the existing neighbouring
location, the company announced that it is to
merge its current eight businesses into just
two: Filtermist International and Filtermist
Systems. The acquired product brands are all
being retained, however, including Dustcheck,
Ecogate, Fastclip, Gallito, Kerstar and XS
Automation. The restructured company will
operate and manufacture from locations in
Telford, Northampton, Wetherby, Dewsbury
and Glasgow. The Filtermist operation in total
now employs 250 people, including some
overseas staff.
The core business, Filtermist
International, is the oil mist collector activity
that is celebrating its 50th anniversary.
Explains James Stansfield: “Now, the
strategy here is to continue exporting more
and more; we’ve still got a huge export
potential for that product and that will always
be one of our primary drivers for growth.

Above: Seam welding of various Filtermist system components
Left: Filtermist’s product range, manufactured in the existing Telford facility, where
component manufacture will now be centred – assembly, test and stores will be
within the new distribution centre
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Filtermist’s new, 30,000 ft2
distribution centre in Telford.
Inset: managing director James
Stansfield (L) with Manufacturing
Technologies Association CEO
James Selka

Some 90% of the products we make are
exported.” The company’s oil mist activities
have been boosted by the Absolent range,
too. Says Stansfield: “We’ve got the best oil
mist collection range globally, and we’re now
selling that into the UK.”
The other side of the business, Filtermist
Systems, has a broader offer. “We’ve
brought on board dust extraction and fume
extraction, and so we are becoming a clean
air solutions company. So instead of relying
just on oil mist for our business, we are now
going into a factory in any type of industry,
whether it’s a machine shop, a bakery or
pharmaceutical company, and providing a
clean air solution. So, if you look at the
acquisitions we’ve made, we’ve bought
several projects companies, Multi Fan being
the first, and then we’ve got other ones and
merged them in. So these are companies
that can go out and look at a factory and say,
‘well, you’re going to need this, this and
this’. They will draw all the designs, source
all the parts, hopefully using our hardware,
but if not somebody else’s hardware, and
then install it. Basically, providing a complete
turnkey package. It will include everything,
including the electrical control panels,
hardware, ducting, commissioning and then
we will provide services there off. So we can
do that not just for all oil mist but for any air.
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This is our differentiation against the
competition.
“Because, in the UK especially, this type
of industry is quite fragmented. There are a
lot of smaller operations doing this fullservice installation. We are now going down
that route and doing it ourselves with our
own equipment, where possible, but the key
thing is that we will fit the right unit for the
right job. So if we need to go elsewhere,
even to our competition, we will.”
This will be a national activity, but the UK
is effectively modelling a type of operation
that could be rolled out by Absolent globally,
the managing director adds. Under the

Filtermist Systems umbrella, the idea now is
to get the various acquired companies’ sales
forces cross-selling products, although they
will retain their brand names and associated
specialist knowledge.
On that last point, Stansfield says:
“We are learning that there’s a huge amount
of knowledge in the extraction industry that
is leaving the sector. We’ve got to make sure
that we’ve got the skillset. Something we’re
really working on at the moment is making
sure that people who may be looking at
retiring will mentor people who are coming
through, because the loss of specialist
knowledge is a huge risk.” ■

Intelligent technology
Industry 4.0/Internet of Things (IoT) technology development is being managed at group
level and there are elements creeping into the product range already. Made under license
in the UK by FIltermist is US product Eco Gate, a system that detects when a machine
has stopped working. It will close the damper, which reduces air flow, then turn down the
fan, which means that less energy is used.
Some Filtermist units already boast monitoring technology, too. F Monitor –
a system that advises machine operators when the extraction unit needs servicing and
warns them of any potential blockages to avoid reducing the effectiveness of the system;
and F Monitor 2+, which has additional functionality to measure vibration and motor
temperature via a sensor that attaches directly to the Filtermist motor. Both models use a
traffic light system of warning lights to alert machine operators of the need for servicing or
about filter blockage.
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TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

KOSO KentIntrol’s latest investment
has been this Starrag Group Heckert
630 DBF HMC machine that offers
single set-up production

Bundles of energy
Steed Webzell reviews the latest installations and process
developments in the energy sector, discovering a common theme of
component complexity that demands carefully selected investment

K

OSO KentIntrol’s latest investment in
a Heckert 630 DBF horizontal
machining centre from Starrag
(https://is.gd/akakav) is paying big dividends
in the machining of valve bodies,
predominantly because the machine’s
capability for single set-up, multi-tasking
machining has eliminated the need for two
separate machines, along with all the
associated resetting and queuing times.
The success of the DBF machine builds
on the prowess of the company’s other
Starrag brand machines – in particular, a
Scharmann Ecoforce HT2 with integrated
P600 facing head, which has consistently
and reliably proved its worth in the single
set-up machining of larger workpieces at the
company’s Brighouse, West Yorkshire, site.
And the Heckert DBF’s record in increasing
KOSO KentIntrol’s machining capacity of
smaller valve and globe bodies, and its
ability to effectively transform the production
process for such parts, is now drawing
similar acclaim.
“In addition to replacing separate
machining operations, the Heckert DBF has
effectively ‘simplified’ the production
process by allowing us to load once with raw
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material, undertake complete machining,
then unload a finished part ready for
inspection,” explains Richard Addy, machine
shop manager. “This also means we’re
effectively getting more parts per week from
the machine than we were using separate
machines by, of course, eliminating queuing
times.”
Established in 1967 (as Introl) and now a
worldwide supplier of valves (choke, control
and butterfly), as well as actuators and
instruments, to sectors such as oil and gas,
petrochemical and power generation, KOSO
KentIntrol purchased the Heckert DBF to
increase its capacity for machining valve and
globe bodies in the 1-6” range (flange outlet
bore size), from materials that include
Inconel.
“We were previously using two machines
to complete the bodies,” says Addy. “A lathe
to produce the flange and plug-way in three
operations; then the part often had to queue
for a separate operation – and additional
set-up – on a drill, the final operation. In
needing to increase capacity, and with a
good working relationship with Starrag,
we had no hesitation in selecting the
Heckert 630 DBF, which offers a machining

capability and specification that more than
meets our needs for valve bodies.”
The Heckert 630 DBF boasts X-, Y- and
Z-axis travels of 1,070, 870 and 1,200 mm,
respectively, along with ±35 mm in the
U-axis (turning). Using the DBF, the strategy
for producing angle bodies in one-hit, and
globe bodies in two operations, has replaced
the comparatively longer and more laborious
process of: loading the lathe; setting up and
machining the first flange; setting up and
producing the second flange; setting-up and
making the plug-way; moving the body to the
drilling cell; and, finally, setting-up and
drilling.
“On Duplex bodies, for example, we’re
taking 3 mm cuts at speeds of 60 m/min
and 0.25 mm/rev feed rates,” says Addy.
“However, it’s a careful balance between
cutting depths, speeds and tool wear; we
aim to prolong tool life as much as we can.”
On the other side of the Pennines, at the
Stalybridge facility of subcontractor Numac
Engineering, a Hermle C42UMT 5-axis,
trunnion-type mill-turn centre was installed
by UK agent Kingsbury (https://is.gd/fucumu)
in October 2019 to strengthen the
company’s prismatic machining capability
and simultaneously add extra turning
capacity. Numac secures more than half of
its business from the oil and gas sector.
A wide variety of metals is machined on site,
encompassing most grades of stainless
steel, as well as titanium and nickel alloys
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ENERGY SECTOR KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

such as Hastelloy and Incoloy.
Numac’s managing director Andy McLaren
says: “We have 4-axis horizontal and vertical
machining centres, but we were keen to add
full 5-axis milling and drilling, both to
increase the complexity of parts that we can
produce and reduce the number of set-ups
needed for 3+2 axis work.
“The torque table on the Hermle will cut
the number of separate operations even
further on some of our mill-turned
components, as we’ll be able to avoid a
separate clamping on a lathe,” he
continues. “We have a number of oil and
gas parts earmarked for such a process
improvement and estimate that the number
of set-ups will be halved in most instances,
resulting in major efficiency and productivity
increases.”

The working area of a Hermle
C42UMT of the type supplied by
Kingsbury to Numac

THOROUGH RESEARCH
McLaren spent 18 months researching
5-axis mill-turn centres and says he opted
for the Hermle primarily for its superior
turning capability, the table having a
maximum speed of 800 rpm and the ability
to turn components with the trunnion
positioned at any angle. The machine offers
travels of 800 by 800 by 550 mm in the
three linear axes.
Moving to additive manufacturing (AM) for
energy-related applications, Renishaw
(https://is.gd/hehaka) has supplied four
RenAM 500Q metal AM machines to KnustGodwin, a precision machining company
located in Katy, Texas, where it has reduced
lead times.
The RenAM 500Q offers four lasers in the
most commonly used platform size (250 by
250 by 350 mm build volume), increasing
productivity by up to four times, with no
compromise in quality, says the company.
Knust-Godwin first introduced AM to help
improve the efficiency and productivity of
tools in the oil and gas industry.
“A project that previously required a
24-month wait from concept to
commercialisation can now be reduced to
eight months,” states Mike Corliss, VP of
technology at Knust-Godwin. “The cyclical
nature of the oil and gas industry means
that providing parts quickly is extremely
important.
“We’ve not only benefitted from the huge
productivity gains of the machines, but from
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Lapping gel for ball valves
Engis UK has worked closely with ball valve manufacturers to develop a lapping gel
specifically for use in severe service ball valve lapping applications, such as those found
in oil and gas production and petrochemical refining (https://is.gd/dodizo).
Severe service ball valves are often installed in remote and difficult-to-access
locations, and must withstand the harshest conditions, including high pressures, high
temperatures and caustic materials, while providing tight tolerances and zero-leak
characteristics.
A principal benefit of Engis LD diamond gel is said to be a reduction in overall lapping
times by up to 30-40%. In addition, less pressure is required using the LD gel, reducing
scratching and operator fatigue in manual operations. This attribute results in less
component scrappage, while test stand failures are significantly reduced – to near zero in
some instances, reports the company.
Engis lapping gels contain specially controlled diamond particles that are micronised in
Engis laboratories. In contrast, some conventional lapping compounds, particularly those
not manufactured to the most exacting standards, incorporate rogue abrasive particles
and can suffer from particle agglomeration or excessive ‘dry out’ during processing,
resulting in surface scratches that compromise the zero-leak goal.
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Renishaw’s support,” he continues. “AM will
play a large role in our company’s future and
we’re expecting to see 40% compound
growth year-on-year in the oil and gas
industry. We’re even looking at purchasing
additional RenAM 500Q machines for
different metal alloys.”
Of course, sometimes a high
specification machine is not enough on its
own to make the required gains, which is
why process innovation and, in particular,
software, has an important role to play in
advancing the production of parts for the
energy sector. Indeed, with this thinking in
mind, Okuma and ModuleWorks (www.
moduleworks.com) have collaborated on a
solution that enables an entire Pelton wheel
to be machined from a single metal billet
(https://is.gd/sijawo).
Pelton wheels are the driving force of the
hydro-power industry, extracting energy from
fast-flowing water to generate electricity.
However, manufacturing a Pelton wheel is a
challenge. Due to the wheel’s complex
design, the impulse blades are usually
machined separately and then mounted to
the rim, which is time consuming and adds
to production costs.
To provide Pelton wheel machining on its
MU-V series of machining centres, Okuma

A 3D-printed part produced
by Knust-Godwin, made using
Renishaw AM technology
soon realised it would need technically
sophisticated toolpath generation and
simulation software. For this reason, the
company teamed up with ModuleWorks to
find a way forward.
Surmounting the sheer physical
limitations means the wheel is machined in

Latest energy sector news in brief
■ Blackburn-based Assystem, the world’s third-largest nuclear engineering firm, has become
an official partner in the Northern Powerhouse Partner Programme. Assystem is at the
forefront of a number of opportunities in the nuclear industry that will boost the northern
economy, in particular the small modular reactor (SMR) programme, led by Rolls-Royce, in
which Assystem is a partner. If progressed, this new generation of reactors will bring
considerable economic benefits to the north through job creation and skills development
required at a number of ex-nuclear sites where SMRs have been proposed.
■ Scottish government funding of £3.4 million has been awarded to help build the world’s
most powerful floating tidal turbine. Scottish engineering company Orbital Marine Power
(https://is.gd/oqugek) has been awarded the money as the first recipient of the Scottish
Government’s £10 million Saltire Tidal Energy Challenge Fund. The funding will be used to
deliver the next-generation O2 2 MW floating tidal energy turbine, capable of powering more
than 1,700 homes a year. Of particular note, the O2 project will demonstrate how this
emerging industrial sector has the ability to deliver new jobs, while pioneering solutions for a
zero-carbon future.
■ The Hamilton branch of metal-bending expert Barnshaws has delivered 11 rolled steel
cylinders to form two deaerator vessels destined for the Johan Sverdrup oilfield in the North
Sea. Work had to be carried out within three weeks, meeting transport arrangements and
ensuring the deaeration vessels could be installed on the offshore platform as quickly as
possible. Barnshaws rolled 35 tonnes of steel plate at 16 mm thickness to a diameter of
3.8 m, producing the 11 finished cylinders. Offshore platforms are hazardous working
environments where safety and space efficiency are of the utmost importance, so the rolled
cylinders had to adhere to stringent quality requirements.
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two stages. One half of the wheel is
machined before being turned 180° to
enable the tool to reach the other half.
The ModuleWorks triangle mesh
roughing modules are used to cut the
rough shape of the Pelton wheel.
For creating the bucket-shaped
blades, the ModuleWorks adaptive
roughing strategy uses consistent
toolpath engagement and a smooth
toolpath motion to generate a dynamic
pattern and a high performance roughing
process that reduces the overall costs
of producing non-prismatic shapes. For
optimal finishing, ModuleWorks
geodesic machining is said to deliver a
high quality finishing pattern and comes
with features for producing rounded
corners using a morph or constant stepover pattern. This capability enables
Okuma, which offers its machines in the
UK via NCMT (https://is.gd/pucuxe), to
meet the high demands on the
workpiece and ensure optimal energy
transfer from the high pressure flowing
water.
ModuleWorks 5-axis calculation
strategies also extend the reach of the
tool to provide enhanced tilting
strategies on complex workpiece
geometries and areas with deep
grooves. ■
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TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

Joanne Thompson (R) and Mark
O’Brien of A Fawcett Precision
Engineers are pleased with their
investment in turning technology
from XYZ Machine Tools

Machinists
give it a whirl
A flurry of investments and developments in the turning technology
segment have prompted Steed Webzell to seek out the inside track

A

chieving a balanced machining
portfolio that matches present and
predicted workflows is the current
investment policy of A Fawcett Precision
Engineers. This ethos at the Elland, West
Yorkshire-based company gained fresh
impetus when Joanne Thompson took over
the running of the business, following her
father’s retirement in 2009.
“When I took over the business, we had a
wide range of lathes, but all of them were
manual and many were getting old and
creating bottlenecks in production,” she says.
“To address this, in 2012 we bought a
second-hand CNC lathe, along with a new SLX
555 ProTURN lathe from XYZ Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/kufaha). And, while the XYZ SLX
555 is still with us and working well, the old
CNC lathe had seen better days and needed
replacing.”
This thought process saw the arrival in
March 2019 of a new XYZ TC400 turning

40

centre with Siemens 828D ShopTurn control.
The machine has a maximum swing of
600 mm and is the largest turning centre in
the XYZ range.
In the summer, following Thompson’s
participation and graduation from the
Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses
programme, the incentive and confidence was
there for more investment, resulting in a
further order being placed with XYZ Machine
Tools. The company ordered the latest
ProTURN lathe, an RLX425 with RX
ProtoTRAK control, which was delivered in
July. XYZ’s RLX 425 is available with either a
1.25 or 2 m between-centre distance (1.25 m
installed), while maximum swing over bed is
480 mm, with up to 700 mm in the gap.
“You have to be realistic and confident
about what you can do for customers and not
promise something you can’t deliver, which is
why we’ve continued to focus on low-tomedium batch quantities in sectors where we

have extensive experience,” says Thompson.
“The XYZ machines meet our needs perfectly
for this type of work. Having the machines
has made us more cost-effective, reduced our
labour costs and helped us become more
competitive.”
When the XYZ TC400 was installed, the
decision was taken to have the free training
on-site at Elland, which allowed the
conversational programming on the Siemens
control to be used on actual production jobs.
Furthermore, works manager Mark O’Brien
could pick up its operation within hours.
With regard to both the ProtoTRAK and
Siemens controls, he says: “We were sold on
the first ProtoTRAK lathe by its competitive
price and the control itself, as coming from
manual machines it was a significant step-up,
but one that was straightforward. It was the
same when we brought in the XYZ TC 400,
which was another natural progression, but
one that happened without any issues. With
the new RLX ProTURN lathe, we see it as the
next logical step in the development of our
turning capacity. The use of the touchscreen
and the graphics capability of the RX control
will be a major plus as we do all of our
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programming at the machine. Having access
to these features and the extensive tool
library will be a big advantage.”

SKIVING OFF
Of course, lathes have many uses, some of
which are less conventional than others, for
instance gear skiving. A case in point can be
seen at one of Europe’s largest specialist
manufacturers and suppliers of gear racks,
pinions, leadscrews and nuts, Halifax Rack &
Screw (HRS), which has recently started
producing round gears at its Brighouse
factory in West Yorkshire.
To take advantage of the latest technique
for machining round gears accurately and
quickly, the firm has invested in a gear
skiving machine: an Okuma Multus U30002SW from NCMT (https://is.gd/pucuxe).
Already installed and operational, this bar-fed,
multi-tasking lathe is about to be fitted with
automation equipment to further speed the
handling of components, free up more
operator time and make the process even
more efficient.
Simon Matthews, sales engineer at HRS,
who has been heavily involved in the project,
says: “For the medium-to-large batch
production of gears, skiving has become the
technology of choice. For example, in the
case of the first three gears we are producing
for our US customer, Vermeer, the 25-minute
cycle times for the two larger gears would be
three to four times longer by hobbing or using
other gear cutting machines. We opted for the
Multus from Okuma, as it was the first multifunction machine manufacturer to develop a
generic platform for skiving precision gears to
DIN5 quality.”
A crucial element in gear skiving on a
multi-tasking lathe is being able to
synchronise accurately the B-axis rotary
movement of the upper tool spindle carrying
the skiving tool, with the C-axis rotation of the
main spindle – functionality for which the
Multus is noted.
Currently, three types of a fairly open
tolerance DIN8 gear for a US-built horizontal
drilling machine are being produced on the
Multus U3000, which offers a maximum
turning diameter of 650 mm. Two are
complex, shaft-type components and the third
is a smaller, consumable item. They are all
turned and skived from AISI 4140 steel bar or
billet, the bar being fed from an Iemca Kid 80
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short magazine (1st MTA, https://is.gd/
wexohi). Around 3,500 each of the two gear
shafts are needed annually, while the
consumable item requirement is for 2,400
parts per year.
Says Matthews: “The gear skiving process
on Okuma’s turn-mill platform has proved a
great success and allowed us to penetrate a
new sector of the market, namely the
economical production of round gears.”
Another type of in-demand turning machine
is the sliding-head lathe, as evidenced at
Almadec, which was founded at the end of
November 2018 as a newcomer in the barturning world by Stefano Buonpane in Brügg,
Switzerland. Annexed to the premises of
Buonpane’s first company, named Precisteel,
Almadec is gradually being built around two
Tornos (https://is.gd/pafeku) SwissNano 4
turning machines that have a maximum
turning diameter of 4 mm.
Precisteel predominantly produces parts
for industrial machines, for the connector
sector and for watchmakers. For the latter
market in particular, Buonpane decided to
invest in SwissNano 4 machines. A Tornos
Deco 10 machine has also been ordered.
“The SwissNano 4 machines have an
excellent reputation,” Buonpane explains.
“My customers often request various special
parts that we can now manufacture on these
machines.”

Almadec’s spacious premises in Brügg
are geared to the accommodation of an even
larger machine inventory; equipment that will
be able to cope with upcoming demands as
the business expands.
“We make suggestions to solve customer
challenges and conduct a feasibility study,”
says Buonpane. “There is no task that
frightens us. I founded this company based
on the vision of its future and permanence.”
Buonpane makes his know-how available
to customers, while his staff can set
machines for highly complex workpieces,
from prototypes to large batches. The
founder has every reason to be confident.
Some 13 years of experience with Precisteel
have enabled him to lay solid foundations for
Almadec, which could soon earn a strong
reputation, especially in the watchmaking
sector, thanks to machines from Tornos.

RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB
Sometimes, investment in a turning machine
is not enough, at least not without the right
operator to maximise its benefits. This
situation occurred recently at Langham
Industrial Controls of Kettering. Earlier this
year, when the hydrant flow meter
manufacturing specialist was seeking a new
member of staff to operate its recently
acquired FANUC-controlled Doosan Lynx 220
LSYC lathe, the company approached Mills

Halifax Rack & Screw is now
producing gears on this Okuma Multus
machine, employing gear skiving
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Trained by The CNC Training
Academy, Krzysztof Zasadzki
is seen here working on the
Doosan Lynx 220LSYC lathe at
Langham Industrial Controls,
supplied by Mills CNC

CNC (https://is.gd/edocag), which supplied
the machine. Langham Industrial Controls
wanted to know, via The CNC Training
Academy (a division of Mills CNC), if it knew,
or had trained, someone who might be
interested in taking advantage of such an
opportunity.
It just so happened that just a few weeks
earlier the CNC Training Academy had trained
Krzysztof Zasadzki, a man who, for many
different reasons, had made a positive and
favourable impression on academy staff.

Zasadzki was offered the position and
started work at Langham Industrial Controls
in May 2019.
Says director Nigel Langham: “I contacted
the CNC Training Academy to see if they
knew anyone who could be suitable for the
setter/operator position at our company.
Krzysztof was mentioned in glowing terms.”
Since May 2019, Zasadzki has attended
further courses, including one on FANUC
Manual Guide i, at the CNC Training
Academy. He is now setting up, operating

and programming the Mills CNC-supplied
Lynx 220 lathe with confidence, it is
reported.
The 8” chuck (65 mm bar capacity) Lynx
220 lathe at Langham Industrial Control is
equipped with a sub-spindle and driven tools,
and has Y-axis capability. Since being
installed back in 2016 the lathe (which is
available in bed lengths from 305 to 525
mm) is being used to machine precision
parts in small volumes, from materials that
include aluminium, steel and plastics. ■

Latest turning products in brief
■ Hembrug Machine Tools has released its MikroTurnGrind 1000,
which combines the advantages of precision hard turning and fine
grinding in one machine. By combining both techniques, hardened
workpieces can now be machined complete in one set-up, which
saves on process steps and costs. In addition, the absence of reclamping errors results in sub-micron accuracy. The machine has a
B-axis that offers optional space for features such as an external
grinding spindle with a 300 mm diameter grinding disc and an
internal grinding spindle. If preferred, one of the grinding spindles
can be replaced with a milling spindle. The MikroTurnGrind 1000
has a maximum machining capacity of 380 mm diameter. Kyal
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/ebeced) is the UK agent.
■ The Europa eturn VS series of gap-bed centre lathes is being
released into the UK market by RK International Machine Tools.
Featuring eturn Energy Management Technology (EEMT), eturn VS
lathes help to reduce energy consumption, particularly when the
machine is stood idle. The system constantly monitors the
machine, and if a period of inaction is detected, it puts the lathe
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into sleep mode, switching off all unnecessary power consumption.
A simple push of a button brings the lathe back to full operational
activity. There are eight machines in the range, starting with the
compact Europa eturn VS330 offering a 330 mm swing over bed
(510 mm in the gap) and either 750 or 1000 mm between centres.
https://is.gd/beroyo
■ Mills CNC (https://is.gd/edocag) has introduced a range of multitasking twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres with Y-axis capability
on their upper and lower turrets. The TT1300SYY (42/51 mm bar
diameter capacity) and larger TT2100SYY (65/81 mm) machines,
can be employed in a number of ways. For instance, twin-turret
capability allows simultaneous OD and ID cutting to occur on a part
located in the machine’s main spindle. Alternatively, the
simultaneous milling and turning of components in the machine’s
main and sub-spindle enables multiple finished parts to be
completed in one cycle, while a further option is to combine
operations by machining one side of a part in the main spindle
before being finished in (transferred to) the sub-spindle.
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WATERJET CUTTING INDUSTRY JET SETTERS

The production of
ratchet rings for
Ash Safety’s load
arrestor blocks are
being produced on
this Omax waterjet
machine

High water marks
Safety equipment specialist chooses Omax; film set expert installs Techni machine; motorsport team
taps into Flow technology. Steed Webzell has the details

“T

he new Omax waterjet allows us
to produce ratchet rings for our
load arrestor blocks, high
performance rockers for motorcycles and
custom marine engine transom plates,”
states Andre Beard, owner of Honiton-based
Ash Safety. “Our APL load arrestors can
hold rivet guns and tools weighing up to
800 kg each. Jaguar Land Rover uses our
APLs as there was no other device on the
market that could fulfil their exact
requirements. The introduction of these
units has increased safety significantly.”
Formed in 2009, Ash Safety is a
22-employee company that specialises in
the hire, maintenance and repair of personal
protective equipment, as well as other safety
gear. In addition, the operation customises
safety solutions to meet the desired
parameters of its customers. It is in this
customisation that the Devon-based firm
utilises its Omax 2626 abrasive waterjet.
“The manufacture of products unique to
the company has always been the main goal
and new innovations are constantly under
development,” says Beard. “We usually take
specifications from a client that has a
particular issue that needs to be resolved.

www.machinery.co.uk

This is then studied and a concept prototype
developed that will deliver the exact
parameters requested by the client, with all
the safety features assured.”
The finished production part is then either
outsourced or, if the manufacture is within
capacity, produced in-house at Ash Safety.

VERSATILE IN APPLICATION
Sited on the company’s shopfloor, the Omax
2626 is a fast and precise machine with the
versatility to cut virtually any material.
Featuring a cutting envelope of 737 by
660 mm, the machine is coupled with a
200 l abrasive hopper, allowing the company
to cut for hours with minimal downtime.
Also part of the package is a 22 kW Omax
EnduroMax pump, which is specifically
engineered to simplify maintenance, through
features such as independent cylinders.
The combination of cutting table, hopper
and pump is geared to increase uptime,
accommodating hour upon hour of
continuous waterjet cutting. In addition, the
Intelli-Max software suite is said to be both
easy to learn and easy to use.
“The fact that the Omax software is free
for the life of ownership – with all upgrades
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– and that the software can be loaded to any
laptop, were a large factor in the investment
decision,” says Beard.
“Our products are today commonplace
within the UK automotive, aerospace and
water industries,” he adds. “Certain lines
now also have agents worldwide and on this
we hope to expand.”
Not only does the use of Ash Safety’s
Omax allow it to reach a wide range of
industries, but since the company is able to
cut on demand, there is no need to keep a
warehouse full of products. Beard explains
that the company is able “to reduce
stockholding costs and produce parts as
and when required, thanks to the waterjet
and our other machining capabilities”.
Ash Safety has used its 2626 model to
cut CZ114 brass, bronze, 316 stainless
steel, tool steel and Perspex, with materials
ranging in thickness from 2 to 25 mm. Omax
machines are available in the UK from
Aquajet (https://is.gd/bokuva).
Another company benefiting from recent
investment is London Waterjet, a High
Wycombe-based subcontractor that has
been supplying a profile cutting service,
predominantly to the film set industry, for
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the past 10 years. Materials processed by
the company include metals and alloys,
composites, acrylics, resins and plastics, to
list but a few.
Due to an increase in demand from both
existing and new clients, the team at London
Waterjet made the decision to invest in a
second machine, which would help take the
business to the next level. As high quality
cut parts are something that London
Waterjet wanted to offer all of its customers,
the company made the decision to invest in
a premium series machine from Techni
Waterjet, in the form of a complete Intec-G2
510 abrasive waterjet cutting system.
London Waterjet’s i510 is also equipped
with the option for top-level motion accuracy
of ±0.05 mm and repeatability of ±0.025
mm, through the use of linear scales. The
cutting table size is 1,550 by 3,125 mm.
Ryan Walker, director at London Waterjet,
pays tribute to the latest investment and its
supplier: “Our experience with Techni
Waterjet has been a pleasure. From initial
sales management and through the entire
installation and training process, all parties
have assisted us with questions and
technical details, even after commissioning.
This helped to get us going and better
understand the machine and its
capabilities.”

Flow’s waterjet technology is helping Joe
Gibbs Racing in its NASCAR endeavours

With the latest fourth generation of
Quantum electric servo-pump running
alongside the machine, London Waterjet is
experiencing extended and reliable highpressure seal life. When a seal change is
required, it takes less than 10 minutes,
which in turn increases workshop
productivity.
As the Quantum pump is driven by an
electric servo-motor, benefits include lower
running costs, higher efficiencies and
virtually silent operation. The UK distributor
for Techni Waterjet products is AMC Jets
(https://is.gd/liquve).
Across the Atlantic, Flow International

MBA Engineering partners with Hypertherm
MBA Engineering (https://is.gd/orehaz), a supplier of machinery solutions, consumables
and support services, has bolstered its product portfolio through a new partnership with
waterjet consumables specialist Hypertherm (https://is.gd/erimoh). MBA Engineering
has become an authorised UK distributor of Hypertherm’s HyPrecision and AccuStream
brands. Featured across the HyPrecision and AccuStream series are a wide range of
waterjet components and replacement parts, including pumps, cutting heads, seal kits,
on/off kits, high pressure tubing/plumbing, check valves, cylinders, adapters, nozzles
and orifices.
Bradley McBain, managing director of MBA Engineering, says: “With more than 13
years’ experience in the industry, we’re always looking to identify ways in which we can
save money for customers, give them better options and offer improved lead times on
spares.
“Hypertherm provides some of the most cutting-edge waterjet equipment in the
industry, so to be an authorised distributor of its HyPrecision and AccuStream brands in
the UK is a fantastic achievement,” he adds. “The company’s passion and dedication to
providing the best-possible solutions for its customers is an ethos we echo at MBA
Engineering.”
MBA Engineering specialises in supplying machinery and consumables for metal
fabrication, and is the exclusive UK partner of Kimla fibre-laser systems.
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(https://is.gd/icifag) has struck a new
partnership with Joe Gibbs Racing. A current
competitor in the NASCAR Monster Energy
Cup Series and the NASCAR Xfinity Series,
North Carolina-based Joe Gibbs Racing has
installed Flow’s waterjet technology with the
aim of supporting the team’s endeavours in
the current 2019 season and beyond.
The company has added a Mach 500
4020 with a Dynamic XD cutting head and
HyperJet pump to its production operations
at its Huntersville facility. With the installed
machine boasting high precision, multi-axis
cutting capabilities, the equipment will
expand the team’s ability to design and
manufacture the customised performance
parts necessary to maintain a competitive
edge on the race track.
“At this level of competition, precision is
everything,” says Mark Bringle, technical
partner activation manager at Joe Gibbs
Racing. “This machine is a perfect
combination of the reliability, accuracy and
speed we need to produce parts that keep
our cars at peak performance.”
The team’s newly acquired waterjet with
4 by 2 m table is configured with a Dynamic
XD cutting head – capable of complex bevel
and compound angle cutting with 5-axis
motion – as well as Flow’s HyperJet pump
that offers pressure up to 6,481 bar.
Jim Jenson, president of Flow
International, says: “It’s exciting for me to
see our products contribute to real-world
results at the highest competitive level and,
as a personal fan, it’s an honour to give the
team at Joe Gibbs Racing the tools they
need to succeed. Partnerships like this are
why we strive to be the best we can be.” ■
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Take the long view
Sodick EDM - an investment for today and tomorrow

A Sodick EDM LINEAR motor machine offers you a whole lot more
More features, more functions, more benefits....
All Sodick EDM machines incorporate LINEAR DRIVE TECHNOLOGY
providing our customers with the benefits of higher accuracy with zero backlash
and a smoother surface finish. We also include, as standard, all Sodick’s
trademark features, such as ceramic components, user-friendly software and
error-free data conversion. In addition, and to ensure our customers’ complete
peace of mind, we provide our unique 10-year ACCURACY WARRANTY.
Sodi-Tech EDM sole UK distributor of Sodick EDM technology
Rowley Drive, Baginton, Coventry CV3 4FG Tel. +44 (0)24 76 511 677 Email sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk www.sodi-techedm.co.uk

EDM & ECM THAT SINKING FEELING

Adam Master, spark
erosion manager at
Excel Precision Group,
at the controls of one
of the company’s new
Sodick machines

Cooking up
an electrical storm
Aerospace subcontractor opts for Sodick; mould shop installs Mitsubishi; automotive specialist prefers
ONA. Steed Webzell rounds up the latest EDM installations of note

E

xcel Precision Group has enhanced its
wire and spark erosion capabilities by
acquiring two new Sodick machines
from Sodi-Tech EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi).
The Sodick ALC600G wire-cut EDM and
AG60L die-sink EDM have been installed at
the company’s Gloucester facility, which has
AS9100 rev D and NADCAP AC7116/3 Rev
B approval in place for both spark and wire
erosion.
“Few EDM subcontractors have both
AS9100 and NADCAP,” states Steve Batt,
operations director at the Gloucester facility.
“In addition, we currently hold company
approvals from BAE Systems, Rolls-Royce,
Goodrich, Safran Landing Systems, Dowty
Propellers, Messier Dowty, MT Satellite,
GE Aviation, Moog Aircraft Group, UTC
Aerospace Systems, Mettis Aerospace and
Triumph Actuation Systems.”
Along with the need to replace older
machines, part of the reason behind the
company’s investment in Sodick technology
was due to the imminent ramp-up of an
existing defence contract that is currently
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scheduled to run until 2022. An NDA has
been signed, so details are scant, but the
parts involve the intricate wire erosion of
titanium stock.
“We looked at both Sodick and our
existing supplier of EDM machines, but the
test cuts provided by Sodi-Tech EDM were
simply better,” states Batt.

AEROSPACE PARTS
Excel Precision’s AG60L has been set to
work producing a variety of aerospace parts,
including stainless steel actuator
components. The other Sodick machine, the
ALC600G wire EDM, has around 50% of its
output sent to aerospace customers,
including the titanium defence part.
“Compared with our old machines and
process, using the ALC600G has
transformed our operation for this
component,” says Batt. “For a start, we
previously needed two machines, whereas
now the part is completed in its entirety on
the ALC600G. Also, our old machine would
only achieve a 90% pass rate on an angled
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face with a 5 micron tolerance. With the
Sodick, the pass rate is 100%.”
Excel Precision is currently tasked with
producing 200 of the titanium defence parts
every month, although this figure will shortly
rise to 600.
“While we didn’t buy the machines for
speed, it’s difficult not to notice the gains
we’ve achieved,” says Batt. “The titanium
defence part previously had a cycle time of
65 minutes, but it’s completed in just 35
minutes on the ALC600G wire EDM, a 46%
improvement. As for the AG60L die-sink
machine, the result we get, particularly on
deep cavities, is like nothing we’ve seen
before.”
The Sodick AG60L die-sink EDM offers
travels in the X-, Y- and Z-axis of 600 by 420
by 370 mm, respectively, while the
ALC600G wire EDM provides 600 by 400
by 350 mm.
The story is similar at Mattighofen,
Austria-based GBM Kunststofftechnik und
Formenbau GmbH, a mould shop where a
newly installed Mitsubishi MV2400R
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Austrian firm GMB has invested in a
Mitsubishi MV2400R Connect to boost
high quality mould tool manufacture
Connect is making a genuine difference.
Mitsubishi EDM machines are available in
the UK from HK Technologies (https://is.gd/
aliqum).
A total of 35 injection moulding
machines can be found in the halls of GBM.
Be it parts for cars, medical devices or
telecommunications equipment, there is

very little that GBM cannot mould in plastic.
“Vehicle charging equipment is an area
that is currently developing very strongly,”
says managing director Roland Barth.
“Extremely complex shapes are created for
this, to produce wall boxes for example.”
With this in mind, the company recently
purchased a Mitsubishi MV2400R Connect
with travels of 600 by 400 by 310 in X, Y
and Z, which is being used almost
exclusively to produce injection mould tools.
In addition to the machine’s fast cutting
speed, the quality of the surfaces is an
important factor for the Austrian firm.
“For us, the investment was important,
so that we could produce moulds faster
than ever before, with surfaces that do not
have to be reworked,” concludes Barth.
“We want to continue growing and the
machine will support us in our efforts.”
Across the Atlantic, Concours Mold,
which claims to be one of the leading
manufacturers of large automotive moulds
in North America, is relying on recently
installed ONA EDM technology to help it
meet the demands of customers that
include General Motors, Ford, Nissan,
Chrysler, Tesla, Toyota, Volkswagen, BMW

and Mercedes-Benz.
In order to provide a reliable response
and the best possible service to such
important companies, Windsor, Canadabased Concours Mold has acquired a
double-head ONA TQX10 die-sink EDM
machine, which is said to be the biggest in
the market, having travel distances
available of up to 3,000, 1,500 and
1,000 mm in the three linear axes. ONA
EDM machines are available in the UK from
CNC International (https://is.gd/fafawo).
Combining the machine’s two heads
simultaneously and independently saves
50% of the erosion time and doubles
productivity. The TQX10 package purchased
by Concours Mold also includes two Erowa
robots for changing electrodes.
Lead time times for moulds are currently
between eight and 24 weeks, depending on
size and technical complexity. The company
manufactures between 300 and 350
moulds per year. Ed Ergun, sales manager
at Concours Mold, says: “We are always
looking for the latest breakthroughs in
machinery and equipment; anything that
results in better quality parts and shorter
lead times for our clients.” ■

Latest EDM news & products in brief
■ Form P 350 die-sink EDMs from GF Machining Solutions feature
precision-enhancing qualities and integrated technologies that
are said to boost productivity and profitability. A compact C-axis
construction, fixed table and cast iron frame offer stability and
force reduction to maintain a precise spark gap between the
part and electrode. Regardless of component weight or dielectric
volume, the machines are said to deliver consistently high
accuracies and surface finishes of Ra 0.1. With X-, Y- and Z-axis
travels of 350 by 250 by 300 mm, the machine handles parts up
to 700 by 460 by 275 mm. More details: https://is.gd/tavake
■ Suited to high precision cutting tasks mandated by the medical,
as well as the tool and mouldmaking industries, two models from
the Robocut range of wire EDM machines from FANUC (https://
is.gd/ematin) were fully operational on the company’s stand at the
recent EMO 2019 exhibition (see also p14). The smaller α-C400iB
model was supported by a collaborative robot complete with
iRVision to identify components that need to be machined, while
the larger α-C800iB machine was cutting aerospace parts.
■ The recently enhanced Erowa LoadMaster range from REM
Systems (https://is.gd/xehowi) builds on the ability to offer the
automatic loading and unloading of workpieces up to 4,000 kg.
Equipped with a 360° swivel function, any position in the magazine
and on the machine tool table can reliably be reached. According to
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the company, customers equipped with an Erowa system can
typically increase productivity by a factor of five when using various
production technologies, including die-sink EDM.
■ Hirschmann GmbH in Fluorn-Winzeln has reworked its corporate
identity and become Carl Hirschmann GmbH (Oelheld UK, https://
is.gd/ohunom), which is an expression of brand values and based
on the name of the company’s founder. Carl Hirschmann GmbH
develops and produces rotary tables and clamping systems that
allow precise and efficient workpiece machining on EDM machines,
as well as other machine tool types. The company recently
concluded its financial year, increasing sales to more than
€29 million.
■ At the recent EMO exhibition (see also p14), Vollmer presented
its newly developed VHybrid 360 grinding and erosion machine,
which can be used to produce solid carbide and PCD cutting tools
in a single set-up. With the newly devised Vollmer tool manager,
users can intuitively manage the automatic switching of up to eight
grinding or eroding wheels. VHybrid 360 is based on multi-layer
machining, which is implemented through two vertically arranged
spindles. The bottom spindle can be used for both grinding and
eroding, while the top spindle is reserved exclusively for grinding.
Vollmer’s key erosion component is the VPulse EDM generator.
https://is.gd/mezoku
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Hilma M-TECS magnetic clamping
products
Max temperatures of 80°C, 120°C or 240°C
Factory fitted or retrofittable in a few hours
For thermoplastics and rubber presses
Designed to customer requirements
Meets EN 201 and EN 289 standards

RIVI MAGNETICS

Find out more at
www.roemheld.co.uk
or call 01462 459052

Roemheld workholding. Driving Innovation through Manufacturing

SAFE PROCESSES
through clamping force
measurement

TESTit – modular measuring system
 Clamping force measurement for O.D. and I.D. clamping
 Draw-in force measurement of hollow tapered shanks
 Two units, connected with plug & play
 Can be used rotating [under RPM] and
for stationary applications

 Software for visualization and archiving

www.hainbuch.co.uk
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WORKHOLDING GRIPPING TALES

Stratos Precision
Engineering
machines acrylic
manifold blocks more
efficiently with a
Chick clamping and
indexing solution

Grasping
the benefits
Aerospace specialist chooses Lang vices; plastics machining expert invests in
Chick indexing sub-system; subcontractor opts for Big Kaiser tool chucks; plus
latest product news in brief. Steed Webzell provides the details

B

ased in the heart of what has become
known as Lancashire’s ‘Aerospace
Valley’, Merc Aerospace specialises in
the delivery of small-to-medium volume, tighttolerance components to demanding
deadlines.
Prompted by continually growing demand,
Merc recently installed an additional
Matsuura (https://is.gd/voxovu) MX-330
PC10 5-axis machining centre, bringing its
dedicated Matsuura cell up to four such
machines. As with its predecessors, the
latest Matsuura model was equipped with
Lang Makro-Grip 5-axis workholding systems,
purchased from Thame Workholding (https://
is.gd/fahawo).
Merc Aerospace commercial director
Richard Meade says: “Having now used the
Lang system for some time, we estimate that
we’ve slashed the time previously spent on
set-ups by as much as 75%. In addition, the
system provides high rigidity and repeatability
of location, when for instance, moving a Lang
vice that is holding a part to a second
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machine for further operations.”
When undertaking tight tolerance work,
the secure and robust nature of the Lang
system has helped Merc Aerospace to
achieve its required levels of precision and
surface finish, thereby enabling the company
to further reduce its already low scrap rate.
An additional benefit is that the various
elements of the system have the kind of
compact designs and profiles that provide
good workpiece accessibility. As a result,
Merc Aerospace can adopt its preferred onehit machining approach and achieve more
time savings. The Lang Makro Grip offers a
clamping force of up to 20 kN and is
available with three jaw widths of 46, 77 and
125 mm.
“As it has considerably increased the
available productive time on our Matsuura
machines and reduced scrap levels, the Lang
workholding system has delivered a much
quicker return on our investment than we
first calculated,” says Meade.
Maintaining the vice theme, at Gloucester-
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based Stratos Precision Engineering, where
the subcontract machining of plastic parts
constitutes the vast majority of output, the
production of a particular component was
causing problems exacerbated by the need
to produce around 5,000 per year.

MANIFOLD BENEFITS
The part is an acrylic manifold block for a
flow control device that previously had to be
clamped three times in conventional vices
mounted side by side on the table of a Haas
(https://is.gd/fucuba) VF4 vertical machining
centre. This process has now been replaced
by a more modern clamping system based
on a four-sided tombstone and indexing
trunnion supplied by 1st Machine Tool
Accessories (https://is.gd/wexohi).
Specifically, the solution is a USmanufactured Chick indexing subsystem that
consists of a Multi-Lok having four faces,
each carrying a twin-position Qwik-Lok clamp
that secures two parts at once against a
central jaw each time the handle is wound to
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closure. The whole arrangement is mounted
horizontally on a fourth CNC axis comprising,
in this case, a Haas HRT210 rotary table and
Chick tailstock.
Most notable among the benefits is that
the operator is now able to fixture eight
plastic billets at a time, close the machine
doors, walk away for an hour to do other
jobs, and return to unload eight parts
machined on three faces, ready for a second
operation to mill away material from the back
face. The previous strategy of using three
individual vices meant that the operator had
to be in almost permanent attendance to
open the doors, reset the components and
close the doors, to be able to extract one
finished part every 15 minutes.
Production output is thus doubled,
despite the cutters being in contact with the
material for a similar length of time. The
saving comes purely through less handling of
the components, coupled with the need to
program fewer tool changes.
Jonathan Caple, managing director and
joint owner of Stratos Engineering, says: “We
are delighted with the efficiency of the new
Chick workholding system and so is our
customer. They visited to see the new
process and were so impressed that it
prompted them to award us additional work.”
In Deutsch Kaltenbrunn, Austria, contract
manufacturer Schittl, which specialises in
the production of one-offs and small series
projects, is making good use of toolholding
chucks from Big Kaiser. The UK agent for Big
Kaiser is Industrial Tooling Corporation
(https://is.gd/etamit).
Schittl needs many kinds of tools for the

Austrian firm Schittl praises the Big
Kaiser Hi-Power Milling Chuck
smooth operation of its extensive machine
shop, which is why the company works
closely with solution-focused, multi-brand
dealer Metzler.
Take the critical fit of bored holes, for
example. In the past, Schittl produced these
bores with reamers secured in precision
collets. Although this approach proved to be
accurate, it also required a great deal of
maintenance. Tools needed to be cleaned
after each use, which, due to the long slots,
could become relatively costly. Also, when a
chip became jammed inside, the production
process could suffer significant disruption,
as clamping force and concentricity were
impaired.

CHIP JAMS NO MORE
To remedy the situation, Metzler
recommended the Big Kaiser Hi-Power Milling
Chuck, which provides high concentric
accuracy, due to its design and mode of
action. Defined slots in its body ensure even
deformation of the chuck and thus guarantee
uniform and strong clamping force. The key
benefit: handling becomes far easier, since
chips can’t jam inside the chuck.

“At first, I was sceptical whether the
concentric accuracy of the power chuck
would be sufficient for our precise fits,”
admits managing director Roman Gradwohl,
adding: “However, when we tested it, the
repeatability and handling were more than
convincing.”
Another company investing in toolholding
technology is Holtex Engineering Solutions,
based in Holmfirth, which has installed a
heatshrink system from Haimer (https://
is.gd/ugivij).
“We have an ethos of investing in new
technology, including some of the latest
multi-axis turning machines, as well as
3- and 5-axis mills,” says Ben Robinson,
director at Holtex. “This technology is
supported by high quality tooling that is
complemented by the Haimer Power Clamp
special edition heat-shrink system for the
milling section and the Haimer UNO20/40
Microset tool pre-setter for the turning
department.
“We invested in Haimer because a lot of
the jobs we do are relatively high precision
and we’re using quite delicate tooling at
times,” continues Robinson. “Additionally,
the machinery we have is only as good as
the tooling we use, and the more accurate
our tooling, the better off we are from the
start.
“Today, we’re setting tools off the
machine and for longer-run jobs. We’re also
setting the next tool while existing tools are
running on the machine, which reduces
downtime. In addition, the tooling is lasting
considerably longer as it’s running at muchimproved accuracy and run-out.” ■

Latest workholding products in brief
■ The established Hainbuch Centrotex quick-changeover
interface is now available in a version for smaller spindles. The
company says that Centrotex S is the smallest system available
on the market for setting up clamping devices in a matter of
seconds. With its diameter of just 224 mm, Centrotex S is suited
to quick-changeover systems for machines with a small work
space. Offering repeatability to ≤0.002 mm on the interface –
without need to align – the latest version of the Centrotex quick
changeover system is built to withstand rigorous operating
environments. https://is.gd/aguzon
■ Schunk has developed the Vero-S NSE-A3 138 automation
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module specifically for automated machine tool loading, as well as
for applications in handling, assembly and automation technology.
For process-reliable workpiece and clamping device changes, the
automation component is equipped with a blow-off function that
cleans the interface surface during changeover. In addition, a
spring-actuated cone seal prevents the penetration of chips or dirt.
A pull-down force of 8,000 N or 28,000 N, along with activated
turbo function and high dimensional stability of the module body,
benefit the rigidity of Schunk’s latest automated quick-change
solution. Thus, even high tilting moments and shear forces can be
absorbed reliably, it says. Depending on the application, modules
can be combined in any quantity. https://is.gd/faguhi
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A Citizen Miyano ABX-51TH3 at GeoSpace Technologies, programmed using Esprit
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n Side-mounted 24, 30, 48 or 60 tools ATC for quick tool changing.
n Linear scales X Y and Z (optional on XYZ UMC 4+1).
n High precision encoders on A and C axis pivot centres.
n Thermal growth compensation.

Call today
for the full
technical
12 page
brochure.

n Gantry frame machine.
n Over 200 installed in Europe.
n Comes with fully dedicated 5 axis
XYZ Service, Programming
and Sales Engineers.

Call today to o
book your dem

How many set-ups does it take
to produce a dice on a VMC ?
On a normal VMC:
XYZ UMC-5X:
XYZ UMC-5X + XYZ 2-OP:

6 set ups
2 set ups
1 set up

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com
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Hall 27 Stand A10

extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.
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CGTech provides a
VUE of the future
CGTech’s VUE (VERICUT Users’ Exchange) events were developed to provide a conduit between the
software specialist’s development engineers and its global customer base. More than 50 such events
have been scheduled worldwide for 2019, with more than 5,000 attendees expected

A

t each event, the technical staff from
CGTech provide customers with a
feature review of the latest release of
VERICUT, imminently Version 9, of the
world’s most advanced
independent CNC machine tool
simulation and optimisation
software, with the focus on
providing convenience
features to improve
simulation visibility, speed
and efficiency of the user’s
verification process.
From a global user base of more than
7,000 customers in 55 different countries
using 20,000-plus seats of VERICUT to
support the drive towards ever-increasingly
complex components produced on multi-axis
machine tools and using advanced
processes such as material deposition
additive manufacturing, the VUE attendees
were shown that the advances in VERICUT
are intended to match the pace of change of
their needs, providing an opportunity for

Scott
Ravenscroft
explains
FORCE detail
at a VUE
event
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VERICUT to support industries’ goals for
efficiency and productivity.
This year the UK VUE events have been
organised at the Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC), Renfrew,
Scotland; Nikken Innovation
Centre Europe, Rotherham;
Carillon Industrial Services,
Buckinghamshire; Newcastle
Racecourse, Newcastle upon
Tyne and Seco Tools,
Warwickshire.
Speaking about the VUE events,
CGTech Ltd Technical Director Gavin Powell
says: “VERICUT has a diverse user base and
our customers are found in almost every one
of the advanced and demanding industry
sectors, such as aerospace, defence,
marine, motorsport, medical, oil and gas,
petrochemical processing and other high
precision engineering operations. These
events provide the opportunity for users from
different sectors, who may never meet, to
get together and find out more about each

other’s challenges. We can also explain how
other sectors use VERICUT, provide a better
insight into our company and software, as
well as share future plans.”
He continues: “One of the key elements
is direct product feedback from customers.
While we have an exceptional software
development team, there is no substitute for
demands ‘from the coalface’. Ideally, we aim
to match or even exceed the requirements
from our users.”
Senior Technical Engineer Gavin Bridger
and Technical Engineer Dave Woolams
highlight the new features due with the
release of Version 9.0. “Faster is better,”
says Gavin Bridger, with the development of
the new graphics display providing significant
gains for users. “You can render faster, with
more realistic and crisper views of cutting
processes and machines. There are dramatic
improvements in the view environment –
rotate or zoom while cutting, seamlessly
switch view types or layouts, and change
model translucency, colours or other

Faster simulation
calculation is a V9
benefit
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Accurate simulation
of complex machining
tasks is a must for
some 7,000 VERICUT
customers worldwide

V9 – multi-tool
station for turret lathes
appearance properties at any time. New
flexibility to use major functions (like Section,
X-Caliper and AUTO-DIFF) in any view will help
programmers get things done faster.”

SPEED MATTERS
VERICUT can simulate faster in the new
viewing environment, thanks to using much
more GPU hardware than ever before, with
dramatic performance increases for additive
and grinder/dressing operations. Huge
performance boosts are seen with NC
Program Review and VERICUT’s free Reviewer
application provide significantly faster review
times for all staff, from the shopfloor to the
top floor.
Mill-turn tooling enhancements include
new multi-tool station for turret lathes with
easier set-up for an arrangement of cutting
tools accessed through a turret index
position. Activate a tool for cutting via its
offset and check remaining tools for potential
collisions with the part or machine.
New turret set-up feature speeds up the
lathe tooling set-up by selecting tools from a
list, or drag ‘n drop from VERICUT’s Tool
Manager to turret positions. Identical ‘sister’
tools are easier to set-up by simply
referencing a single tool in the library and
setting different offsets.
‘Restart’ and ‘Stop At’ capabilities quickly
verify changes made to an NC program and
have more control over the simulation. Initiate
Restart action on any line in the NC Program
window and the simulation quickly processes
up to the restart line, then the display
updates to show the result. A new Stop At
Line Number/Count option enables
programmers dealing with looping and
branching logic to stop at a specific
occurrence number of processing a line in the
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NC program.
“We have conducted numerous verification
speed trials in V9.0 with significant gains
achieved,” explains Bridger. “For example, a
5-axis job with 35,000 lines of code running
on a Matsuura MAM 72 in Version 8.2 takes
10 minutes, with the faster processing
available in Version 9.0 the same job is
finished in 5 minutes 31 seconds.”
VERICUT simulates 6-axis articulated-arm
robot motion from leading robot machine
builders including FANUC, KUKA, ABB,
Kawasaki, Motorman and others. VERICUT
also supports robots that have additional
‘external’ axes such as when mounted on a
linear rail.
In addition to simulation, VERICUT can
also be used to adjust motion and postprocess for robots. VERICUT computes joint
positions from the incoming tool point
commands and orientation, and then postprocesses for the specific robot-language
program. Most robots are programmed by
‘teaching’.
Off-line programming is preferred when
there are many motions, precise positions
are needed, or the process must be
controlled or traceable. Support has been
increased for robots, including Quaternion
robot motions and PentaPod (5-pod)
machines, with improved work offset
handling, angle-head attachments and
probing.
Sale Engineer Scott Ravenscroft presents
the latest FORCE module developments.
FORCE is a physics- and mathematics-based
module designed to optimise machining
rates. The software uses actual data for
cutting tool forces and spindle power
readings to calculate maximum chip
thickness and feed rate.
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He explains: “VERICUT covers the obvious
and visible production elements, such as
crashes, scrap, gouges and prove outs;
FORCE addresses the hidden opportunities.
These include inefficient programming and
suboptimal feedrates caused by the CAM
system’s inability to adjust cutting feedrates
for varying cutting conditions.”

ATTACK & DEFENCE
Breaking the key parameters of FORCE down
into ‘attack’ and ‘defence’ to highlight how
the software achieves its goals. “In attack,
we create optimal cutting conditions by
maximising chip thickness and keeping the
chip thickness constant. Defence comes
from setting limits to prevent failure, such
as maximum feedrate, cutting force and
deflection. All of which is done without
altering the trajectory or path of the cutting
tool,” Ravenscroft states.
FORCE relies on proven technology to
maximise program efficiency and
productivity, and typically achieves savings
of 8 to 15% on aluminium and 15+% on
difficult-to-cut materials. Return on
investment can often be as little as one
production component, with the opportunity
to analyse cutting conditions, improve tool
life, protect CNC machine tools and reduce
operational costs. ■
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ENTER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Already successfully
tested in the
marketplace, EMO 2019
was the official launch
for new Esprit with AI

Intelligent
process modelling
In the CADCAM area at EMO, one particular highlight was the arrival of artificial intelligence (AI) in the
support of toolpath creation. Both DMG Mori and Yamazaki Mazak are developing or have offerings in this
area (p14), but independent CADCAM software developer DP Technology, author of Esprit, was making
lots of noise about its development

T

he company’s fourth-generation
software uses a patent-pending AI
engine to simplify the programming
process and improve machine productivity.
The system is ‘machine-aware’, using digital
twins of the CNC machine, tooling and
fixtures to drive the AI engine. Says the
company: “These new advancements, the
result of 35 years of innovation, make this
unveiling the most exciting product rollout in
the history of the company.”
Explains Chuck Mathews, chief
technology officer, DP Technology: “Our AI
engine represents a fundamental change in
the way CNC machines are driven. The new
Esprit CAM system’s AI machine-aware
algorithms provide an exceptional user
experience – simplifying programming,
increasing tool life and improving machine
performance.”
In fact, Matthews told Machinery in an
exclusive interview at EMO that the software
has actually been on the market for a couple
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of years, but that EMO marked its “official
launch”. He says that the company already
has some 500 installations in Germany and
a similar number in the USA.
“It’s proven on the market. We did a soft
launch to prove it and now we can actually
officially launch here at EMO.” And the
benefits are, he says, “10, 20, 30%
reductions in cycle time, but 50-75% in
programming time reduction”. Yet while he
says DP Technology is happy to be helping
out in the office, that’s not the biggest payoff. “The real leverage of CAM software is
not the engineering office, it is the expensive
equipment on the shopfloor – set-up time
and cycle time. And within this new world,
where we have a very accurate digital twin of
the machine and the tooling and the
workholding, and we have automatic
positioning done for all the rapid moves, our
users have a significantly higher degree of
confidence in the program. And so set-up
times on the machine are also reduced.
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We’re seeing good reductions, maybe of the
order of 25 to 50%.”
In characterising what DP Technology’s
focus is with Esprit, Matthew’s says it is
concentrating on getting all relevant data
correct ahead of programming, so as to be
able to create the best program in the first
instance and avoid the typical debugging
process usually required. Typically, it’s been
program the job, then run it through
simulation to see what’s wrong with it.
People may still want to verify to confirm,
due to the critical nature of a part or
machine, but it will be confirmation, not
debugging.
He told Machinery more about the
software. “It has a fuzzy logic AI engine
inside it and this is driving many different
features within the product, doing many
different things for the customer. The
principle of that is it has some data that it’s
using, which we could call a digital twin,
taking in the digital definition of the
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machine, workholding, workpiece and the
tooling. And much of that standard data is
published, by DMG Mori and Sandvik
Coromant, for example. We collect that data
and assemble it into the software and then
that information, along with the AI engine, is
used to automate a lot of the tasks.
“So, from the CAD you have the part
geometry, commonly today you also have the
product manufacturing information (PMI),
CAD feature tree and original design intent,
with this all brought into our system. The AI
engine will analyse that and categorise it
into the things that it knows how to make,
using a rules-based AI engine that we
originally patented about 10 years ago.”
This is basically an expert system
approach, he adds. “Esprit basically learns
from the user, applying any result as the
next preference when that situation arises.
So, for the actual material cutting data, you
take that from the suggested data from a
cutting tool supplier. Then, if the customer
uses different speeds and feeds, the system
will learn the new preference.” But that is
just one of the learning elements it takes
from the user, he adds.
“In creating toolpaths, roughly speaking
there are 25 to 50 properties that control
the behaviour of the toolpath and CAM

software, depending upon what cutting cycle
in which CAM software you’re talking about.
So, you know, there’s the radial depth of
cut, width of cut, depth of cut, cutting speed,
and cutting feed, but there are also things
like how do you enter the material, what kind
of clearance do you want, how do you exit
the material, what kind of axial engagement
do you want to maintain. And for rotary axes,
there are also acceleration limits required,
so that you don’t mark the part – if you
overdrive axes and acceleration, especially
rotary access, you can start to get chatter on
the part. So, it’s much more than speeds
and feeds. It learns, that’s the key, it learns
and so the user is putting preferences in
order, taking the baseline and accepting it or
the baseline is not my preference and is
changed via input screens and those values
are then memorised and used next time the
same situation comes up.”
In addition to supporting toolpath
creation, Matthews explains that AI is also
used to support process control. “As an
example, take a multi-tasking machine
where we have some toolpaths to cut the
part. The AI will take the toolpaths and the
digital definition of the machine, digital twin,
and it will create what we call a machine
process. And so an example might be that I
have a two-spindle machine and an upper
and lower head [turret]. I’m not just going to
use things one at a time, I’m going to
simultaneously cut workpieces on the
primary spindle, on the front side of the
workpiece, and at the same time on the
Esprit takes accurate part and
machining environment geometry, and
applies verified machining data to it
to create programs that do not require
debugging. In the UK, Esprit is available
from the company’s subsidiary,
https://is.gd/calepa
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secondary spindle I will cut the rear side of
the workpiece. From a machine point of
view, there are two workpieces being cut
simultaneously, but from a part point of
view, the process is still linear – step one,
two, three, four etc. And so, at the click of a
button, we can take a process that is
sequential – a lathe with one spindle one
turret – swap out the machine for one that
has two spindles and two turrets and
optimise for that, such that Esprit will
actually create a new machine program.
“It’s re-sequencing the toolpath and
synchronising it, because at some point
there needs to be a synchronisation for
potential collisions that could occur and, of
course, there’s the process of part transfer
– you cut the front half, you pick the pick the
part up and then you can cut the back half,
so there’s a part transfer that has to be
synchronised. The AI engine does that
automatically. So, we use AI in in toolpath
creation, but we also use AI in process
control.”
There’s more, though, Matthews
continues: “Let’s say you have a milling
workpiece and let’s say you have 10 steps
to cut it. You’re going to face it and then do
some drilling etc. So, 10 different steps
using 12 or using 10 tools or eight tools.
You have that part process, and let’s say
you’re running it on a vertical machining
centre. So, we have the part process, the
digital machine, and we have a part program
produced by our AI engine. Let’s assume
that production volumes go up. Now you’re
going to use a pallet system and a
tombstone on a horizontal machining centre.
You swap the machine out, you define your
new machine, now it’s a horizontal not a
vertical; it’s a 4-axis with a tombstone
fixture, with six parts on the fixture
“We take the same process, we add the
new fixturing and the software will
automatically replicate the process for you
and optimise it, because now the sequence
of machining is different. Also the coordinate
systems are different. So, it will reconfigure
the coordinate systems for you – work
offsets are a big deal for horizontal
machines and we can automatically
reconfigure the coordinate systems. Our AI
engine is process aware, or what we call
machine aware. This is a big time-saver for
users that run into these situations.” ■
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VISI and WorkNC
software helped Fenton
Precision Engineering
design and make a
mould tool for RBR
Active’s DVT-preventing
invention

Better toolpaths
Mould tool maker supports medical device maker, using VISI and WorkNC; energy sector seismic data
acquisition product maker installs Esprit, cuts programming & cycle times, plus industry & product news

A

toolmaker and injection moulder was
tasked with developing a potentially
life-saving medical device, and then
designing and machining a complex steel
mould tool with around 30 components to
produce it.
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire-based
Fenton Precision Engineering worked with
Catworth, Cambridgeshire-headquartered
RBR Active on a device to reduce the
possibility of suffering a deep vein
thrombosis (DVT). Carrying out three simple
foot exercises with it leads to an 11-fold
increase in blood flow to the lower limbs.
Injection moulded from polypropylene on a
120-tonne Yizumi press, the RBR Legflow
device is said to be effective anywhere during
long periods of inactivity, such as air travel,
working in an office, being in hospital, or just
through prolonged sitting.
The mould tool for it was designed in VISI

www.machinery.co.uk

and cut from P20 tool steel on a Dugard
(https://is.gd/ixuhad) CNC machine
programmed with WorkNC (WorkNC readily
reads native VISI files) – both software
solutions are from Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence’s Production Software business
(https://is.gd/uciway).
Initially considering an over-moulded
concept for the part, Fenton advised
otherwise, explains the company’s technical
director, Richard Brown: “We suggested it
would be better to mould it as a one-piece
product. VISI’s reverse engineering capability
was essential, to take the point data from
our CMM and combine surfaces and solids,
and seamlessly work between the two.”
The wall section at the top of two dome
structures on the product, which contains 38
nodules, had to be particularly thin to allow
flexibility. “But there’s obviously a limit as to
how thin we could make the wall. We got the

@MachineryTweets November 2019

optimum thickness through VISI Flow Lite,
which simulates the filling phase of the
injection moulding process. Design engineer
Martin Edwards defined all the initial
moulding criteria and gating positions with it
to achieve a well-balanced filling of the
cavities under optimum manufacturing
conditions.
“Once he was happy with that, we had 3D
prints of the product made, and after a few
minor design changes, Paul Westerman
[RBR Active managing director] signed it off,
and we constructed the tool around it, using
VISI Mould with, for the native parts, its
built-in Meusburger catalogue.”
Brown says that because of the radius
shape, it was decided that holes for the
eight ejector pins should be produced using
the company’s wire eroder after the main
surface had been machined on the Dugard
machine. Both sets of toolpaths were
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Fenton’s mould tool and
the finished component

generated in WorkNC.
He describes the mould tool as being
“straight open and close,” with two cavity
plates, support plates and back plates,
comprising around 30 different components.
“One of the design challenges was to ensure
there were no side actions or lifters,” Brown
advises.
Within an overall project time of 11
months, the complete tool manufacture took
around six weeks. From initial enquiry in
June 2018, the mould tool order was placed
in December, with the first production run in
May 2019. The cores and cavities were
machined through WorkNC, with each plate
taking around 25 hours, plus a further 20
hours for the build. Says Fenton’s technical
director: “It was quite a complex format, with
a lot of small solid carbide cutters from a
variety of suppliers. We also used shrink-fit
tooling to ensure greater accuracy, balanced
chip loads, better finishes and increased
speed and feed rates.” And he says
WorkNC’s ability to produce high quality
surface finishing kept any additional
polishing to a minimum.
In America, Houston-based GeoSpace
Technologies is using DP Technology’s Esprit
(https://is.gd/calepa) to support the
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manufacture of innovative products for the
petroleum industry, including geophones,
printheads and land-to-deep sea systems for
seismic data acquisition. The latter has
become one of the most commonly used
technologies in the industry to search for
subsurface oil and gas.
With GeoSpace’s seismic equipment,
sound data is collected to create maps of
the earth’s subsurface, which allows oil and
gas companies to search for potential or
existing oil- and gas-bearing formations.
The need for accurate and cost-effective
technology continues to grow.
GeoSpace Technologies cannot not rely
on external manufacturing suppliers,
especially overseas suppliers, that have
their own priorities and can’t always be
relied on for on-time deliveries. For example,
it might cost up to $300,000 per day for a
company to charter a large ship for a
geological survey. Forcing a ship to sit at the
dock waiting for equipment to be delivered is
not acceptable.
The company employs over 200
manufacturing employees who build moulds,
perform injection moulding, build printed
circuit boards, machine metal and plastic
components and perform many other

manufacturing operations.
GeoSpace has 33 CNC machine tools, as
well as many manual machines plus auxiliary
equipment. A recent investment has been a
Citizen Miyano (https://is.gd/silefi) ABX51TH3, with an upper turret on the left side,
one on the right side, and a lower turret
capable of working on both sides.
The manufacturing engineers at
GeoSpace Technologies initially programmed
the machine with the CAM software they had
been using for years, but ran into difficulties
while trying to take full advantage of the
machine’s capabilities. For example,
ensuring complete use of the machine’s
three turrets was complicated by the fact
that simply moving an operation from one
turret to another often required starting the
program from scratch.
Justin Henry, manufacturing manager for
GeoSpace Technologies, was tasked with
the challenge of improving the efficiency of
the company’s manufacturing options, with
his top priority upgrading the company’s
CAM software. Says Henry: “I looked at a
few of the market leaders and selected
Esprit from DP Technology, because it
provides the best support I have seen for
advanced machines.”
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GeoSpace end bells are produced more
efficiently on a Miyano turning centre
programmed using Esprit
Esprit reseller, Victor Davila of Shape
Design, was brought in to assist. He notes:
“We helped GeoSpace by showing them
what they could achieve with Esprit. When
we met them, they had great machines and
employees. One part was missing. They
were held back by inefficient CAM software.
Getting more efficient, newer machines
made this bottleneck more visible. I told
them they could write code and take it to the
machine and run good parts the first time.”
After training on the new software, Henry
focused on improving the program to
produce a part called an end bell for the
company’s OBX product. While doing seismic
mapping, this part protects electronic
components from pressure at the ocean

floor with the use of six O-ring seals. Too
complex to be injection moulded, the end
bells are machined from plastic at a rate of
almost 50,000 per year.
The GeoSpace Technologies’ programmer
opened the Solidworks solid model of the
part in Esprit and used the software’s
automatic feature recognition component to
identify the machining operations required to
produce it. In a few cases, Henry manually
created features, based on his own ideas on
how the part should be produced. For
example, he combined a bore and a
counterbore into a single feature, so that
both could be produced with a single tool.
“We decided to flip the part around front
to back in the machine, because it is easier

to deploy two spindles on the front side of
the part, which also has most machining
operations,” Henry said. The programmer
set about assigning machining operations to
maximise turret utilisation. For example,
originally, two radial drilled and tapped holes
were produced one after another by a single
turret. With the new software system they
are now machined simultaneously on the
front side of the machine via two
synchronised turrets.
An axial through-hole with several steps
was previously drilled and bored with four
different tools. The programmer changed
this so that after the hole is drilled, a single
carbide insert tool is held in the positions to
bore all the steps while the part rotates.

Autodesk’s generative design finds its
place in subtractive production
For two days in July, Autodesk hosted a London-based edition of Autodesk University.
It provided a push to its cloud-hosted design-to-production collaborative software,
Fusion 360, which it also expanded; saw its cloud- and desktop-hosted production
software offerings move closer together; and saw its ‘poster child’ generative design
capability brought to bear more broadly in a production environment. Andrew Allcock
was there. Read the full report: https://is.gd/azagob
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CADCAM product & supplier news in brief
● Sandvik Coromant has chosen ModuleWorks as one of its software development
partners to make sure that new tools and machining methods have the required
CADCAM software support. https://is.gd/ituhap
● MachineWorks, a specialist in component software for CNC simulation, verification
and polygon-mesh modelling, has partnered with France-based Janus Engineering SARL
to develop a SOLID IPW for Siemens NX CADCAM software based on MachineWorks’
new Parasolid Bridge. https://is.gd/rajobe
● Esprit CADCAM author DP Technology Corp has opened its first wholly owned UK
subsidiary, which will offer direct support to existing DP Technology resellers (CAM
Supplies and CNC Solutions UK), technology partners and customers in the UK and
Ireland. https://is.gd/osonem
● NUM has launched a new software tool that enables users of CNC machine tools to
generate and test ISO part programs offline. https://is.gd/pitoja
● ToolRoom RN34 is the latest generation of ANCA’s cutting-tool software that has
been specially created for the aerospace, mould and die, general machining and powergeneration industries. https://is.gd/zozaze
● Hypertherm has released Robotmaster Version 7.1, which contains more than 40
newly added features, 500 improvements and dozens of bug fixes. Many of the
changes, driven by customer feedback, are designed to improve the software’s
CADCAM technology and automate programming, allowing customers to enjoy error-free
robotic paths in just one click. https://is.gd/azejur
● Prima Power has expanded its family of software products with the introduction of
the FastSuite Prima Power Edition, which has been developed for the company by Cenit
AG. The agreement with Cenit provides for the new 3D laser CAM software to be
dedicated to 3D Prima Power laser machines and distributed globally by the Italian
company. https://is.gd/harexe
● In the 2019 release of KISSsoft, which is a Gleason company, the shaft editor has
been extended and its handling optimised (WPK module). In addition, a 3D viewer tab
has been added in which the shaft, including the forces, can be displayed immediately
during modelling. https://is.gd/ecufas
● CAMplete TurnMill V9 is now available. Dedicated exclusively to Nakamura-Tome’s
line of turning centres, the latest version includes enhancements to 3D rendering,
simulation improvements, and additional post processing support. TurnMill is sold and
supported in the UK via the Engineering Technology Group (ETG). https://is.gd/buyowe

Hypertherm’s Robotmaster Version 7.1
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Parts for end bells being machined
The new approach saves much cycle time by
reducing the number of tool changes.
The programmer also adjusted cutting
speeds and feeds to take full advantage of
the capabilities of the tooling. The new
speeds and feeds were tested and tweaked
on the machine, and the final parameters
were transferred into the final CNC program.
Overall, the new program reduced the
cycle time for producing the part on the ABX
machine from 22 minutes to 6.5 minutes.
Building on this success, the programmers
used Esprit to reprogram an assortment of
additional parts for the ABX machine and
achieved even greater savings.
The time savings also came from the
ability to do time studies within the software.
The older software did not provide an
accurate picture of run times until the part
was test run on the machine. In contrast,
Esprit provides the company with a report
that shows how long the tool will be in the
cut, allowing more accurate job planning and
cost reporting. Faithfull simulation is another
strength cited. “Esprit made it possible to
move operations from turret to turret or
setting sync points with a few clicks of the
mouse,” reports Henry, adding that through
more accurate syncs, even greater
efficiencies are to be had.
In summing up Esprit’s benefits, Davila
says that it gives the company “control over
the tool to do whatever you want to do”. It is
completely customisable and he concludes:
“Most CAM software doesn’t let you do
that.” ■
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BE PART OF US
Responsibilities
• Technical support to the sales team
• Provide customers with technical and
cost saving opportunities
• Be able to work on own initiative
• Provide product training
• The role requires short working away periods

Now Recruiting - Application Engineer
An opportunity has arisen to join Mitsubishi, a global market
leading carbide cutting tool company. The ideal candidate will be
responsible for supporting the current sales team within a technical
application engineers role. The geographical area required to
be covered being Yorkshire, Lancashire and Northern Ireland.
Knowledge of the aerospace & automotive industry and their relevant
components and materials is vital. A good knowledge of cutting tools
and programming strategies is also required, however, training will be
provided. The ideal candidate will have experience of working within
an engineering environment and is able to work on their own initiative.
CNC programming knowledge is also preferred.
Contact: admin@mitsubishicarbide.co.uk
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Tel. 01827 312312

Qualifications
• Ideally already working in the metal cutting
sales industry or currently in a machining
or production environment
• Excellent communication skills
• Extensive knowledge of metal cutting and
machining processes
• Competent IT skills
• Knowledge of CADCAM would be beneficial
Package
• Base salary dependant on experience
• Annual bonus (Based on target achievement)
• Company car
• Company phone, laptop & tablet
• Enrolment in company pension scheme
after qualifying period
• Enrolment in company private health scheme
after qualifying period
• 25 day’s holidays plus 8 statutory days
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▼Swedish population votes in
favour of accession to the EU

Norway
referendum
rejects accession
to the EU

due to the UK’s lack of a big enough industry.
Some four years after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the
industrial ramifications are made ever more clear as Traub becomes
Traub-Heckert. Heckert was one of East Germany’s metalcutting
jewels, was home to the German Democratic Republic’s machine tool
research institute and also pioneered flexible manufacturing systems
in Europe. The Heckert operation has maintained its Chemnitz base.
In fact, Traub’s Reichenbach site is full to capacity, so it’s a
necessity. The broader offer is welcomed by the UK operation.
Staying with Germany and Walter has announced its radical new
tool grinding machine concept, the 5-axis Helitronic Power CNC. The
company says it heralds a new era in the manufacture and regrinding
of cutting tools. The Helitronic brand continues today, of course.
In Spain, following our visit to the country’s BIEMH machine tool
show, the predicament of the industry is clear. Production has fallen
20% year on year and industrial reorganisation is underway. It is the
state of the national economy that is driving this downturn; machine
tool exports are actually on the up. In a sign of the times, machines
at the show were proudly heralding their compliance with the
European Safety Directive. As of 1 January 1995, only CE-marked
machines can be placed on the market on Europe.
And in the USA, the International Machine Tool Show has just
concluded. We report on developments that include ceramic
slideways and several hexapod-style machine tools that see a milling
spindle manipulated by six extending/contracting legs. The inclusion
of standard PC elements within CNC units is another trend.
Feature articles this month take in: David Brown’s just-in-time
factory built to deliver a $50m order for tractor transaxles for an
American customer; revolutionary CMM software from Eley
Metrology; after-sales service; Kitagawa Europe’s UK chuck
manufacturing facility in Salisbury; low-cost aerospace imports
threaten UK suppliers; flexible automation; sheet metal punching at
FG Wilson; and high speed prismatic machining. ■
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n the UK, as in other industrialised Western countries, the loss of
industrial jobs (‘real’ jobs we call them) is a trend. Ironically, it is
manufacturing technology of the sort that Machinery writes about
that is in part responsible. Yet the only way to sustain high-paying
industrial jobs is for companies to invest, as the CBI sets out at an
event where it underlines the UK’s underinvestment. In fact, the
country has a performance gap with major competitors of 20-40%
across various measures, the organisation adds. Further, our
workforce also has low levels of skill, education and training.
So, seven organisations, including the CBI, have penned a letter to
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the Chancellor, prior to November’s budget, asking for investmentsupporting action. If the call is successful, we suggest that the UK’s
manufacturing sector could expand, creating those high-paying jobs
that are on the wane. (Manufacturing is 17% of the economy in 1994.)
In our second comment of the month, we note that UK
automotive component suppliers are languishing at the bottom of
the European league for productivity and quality. Two studies say so,
one UK and one German. One of the problems, says the UK study, is
low production volumes, due to the presence of many different car
makers. It creates a fragmented industry with too many standards,
it adds. But there is a solution. Japanese manufacturers have shown
that high performance is possible, but this is not travelling down the
supply chain. There are efforts, but they must be
expanded, if lower tier suppliers are to improve
and survive, we say. (In 1994, there was
something like a £3bn deficit in trade in engines
and parts; in 2017 it was over £6bn.)
In news, we celebrate the UK’s British Gear
Association’s record in winning government
backing for research. It has won funding to
support four projects, we report, but
matching industrial support is missing in
the production technology area, we lament,
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’Real’ jobs both lose and win through investment; UK car parts makers need to
shape up; UK gear association wins government support for research; fall of Berlin
Wall ripples wash up in UK; Spain in trouble; machines on stilts, and more
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